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Abstract

A JOURNEY INWARD:

INITIATION IN

KATHERINE ANNE PORTER'S MIRANDA STORIES
by
Anne Lobdell

Tracing the initiation motif in Katharine Anne Porter's
"Miranda stories" uncovers her maturing protagonist's search
for order and personal truth.

Miranda's inward journey ulti

mately leads not to nihilism and despair, as some critics
suggest, but to an honest and courageous affirmation of the
independent spirit.
Porter's fiction involving Miranda and her family back
ground reveal varying stages of this maturing that, together
with parallel theories of initiation, fall into critic Mordecai Marcus' paradigm of initiation types.

The "tentative"

initiation stories only brush the child Miranda's awareness
and deal primarily with the external world.

They include "The

Circus," marking an "emotional" initiation in which Miranda
questions false adult sympathy and sensory illusion; "The Fig
Tree," marking an "intellectual" initiation in which Miranda
questions superstition and traditional authority while cele
brating her natural curiosity; and "The Grave," marking a

"sexual-role" initiation (both tentative and decisive) in
which Miranda ponders her own sexuality and the natural cy
cles of birth and death.
The novella Old Mortality explores an "incomplete" initi
ation in which the protagonist, though still naive in many
ways, moves inwardly and more consciously to self-knowledge.
Disillusioned with her family's fraudulence, the teenager Mi
randa relinquishes her family and her ancestral South, deter
mined to rely instead on immediate, personal experience for
truth.
The novella Pale Horse, Pale Rider and the story "Holiday"
both fall under "decisive" initiations, for the protagonist
attains a much clearer self-definition than before and a worldview that will permanently shape her adulthood.

In Pale Horse,

the young woman Miranda, struggling to preserve her integrity,
nevertheless encounters duplicity not only within society but
within herself, a discovery that culminates in a confrontation
with her own mortality.

Still, her eventual survival points to

the validity of her choice for separation or transcendence rath
er than integration into a society that only hinders her growth,
Miranda's limited triumph in Pale Horse is more complete
in "Holiday."

Here Miranda learns to accept more fully and

even celebrate her outsider status in light of her essential
humanity and her place in nature.

Porter's character thus

achieves a final, admirable stature in this initiatory journey
into adulthood.
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INTRODUCTION

Miranda said, "Oh, I want to see," under her breath.
She looked and looked--excited but not frightened . . .
and touched one of the [rabbit fetuses] ever so care
fully . . . She then understood a little of the secret,
formless intuitions in her own mind and body, which had
been clearing up, taking form, so gradually and so
steadily she had not realized that she was learning
what she had to know.1
With simplicity and grace, Katherine Anne Porter unveils young
Miranda's gradually developing consciousness of the relation
ship of birth, death, and her own sexuality in this scene from
"The Grave."

Affirming her name meaning "wonderful" and "the

seeing one,"

Miranda's education in this and other stories

deal with events or revelations crucial to the awakenings of
her maturity.

In other words. Porter's "Miranda stories" can

be considered initiation stories in which the protagonist's
experiences yield self-knowledge or significant changes in
her worldview.
Unlike Shakespeare's Miranda in The Tempest who speaks
of her "brave new world" as "goodly" and "beauteous," (V, i,
181-184), Porter's character faces a deceptive and unrelent
ing world.

Some critics suggest Porter's world forever binds

its characters into despair and delusion.

For example, Eileen

Baldeshw.iler asserts that "the vision of Katherine Anne

Porter's characters is without exception a dark, negating,
k sees
nihilistic, and despairing revelation."3 George Hendrick
„4

the Miranda stories ending in "isolation and desolation,

and James William Johnson summarizes Porter's view or "logos
of her fictional attitude toward life" as being "senseless
cruel, full of frustration and contention with the extinction
of all hope," adding that her stories "are completely nega
tive in their final perception of truth.By far the most
emphatic statement is in William L. Nance's comprehensive
study Katherine Anne Porter and the Art of Rejection:
The pattern is a completely negative one and the view
of life which corresponds to it is one of unrelieved
darkness.

For all of them [Porter's characters], life

begins in bitterness and corruption, proceeds in pain
and lovelessness, through successively deeper disillu
sions, and ends in nothingness, the foreknowledge of
which casts a gradually thickening pall of despair over
all of life.^
Now, an author's interpretation of her own work is of
limited value since, according to archetypal and formal crit
icism, a work of literature has a life of its own.

Still, in

a marginal comment to Hendrick's book and in a similar comment
to Nance's, Porter interestingly pointed out that she meant
the stories to end'"in an exhiliration of having faced one's
destiny.

[Miranda] wasn't frightened, wasn't sad, only

resolved.

A very positive state of being.In other words,

Porter suggests that despite the deceit and harshness of her
world, Miranda's honesty and drive results in her admirable
survival.

Indeed, a close reading with particular attention

to the initiation motif points to Miranda's courageous affirm
ation, not of society, perhaps, but of the individual's will
to live independently and with integrity.

That is, initia

tory conflicts between her family, her Southern past, her
femininity, society, and her own mortality versus her desire
for emotional and intellectual freedom ultimately lead not to
rejection but to greater understanding, to transcendance, to
a positive acceptance of her place in the world.
Biography and Canon
Biographer Joan Givner notes that at times, Katherine
Anne Porter attempted to create

herself as a work of art,

editing "the story of her life as she might have shaped one
o

of her short stories."

Among many distortions given to the

press. Porter suppressed her given name, falsely claimed a
Catholic upbringing (she converted after her first marriage),
"enhanced" her geneology, and described an aging aristocratic
estate as her childhood home.

Some friends, Givner explains,

simply learned to accept that the "story material" was more
characteristic of her, "motivated by something more compli
cated than the simple wish to mislead or entertain," and was
"somehow related to her fictional process."^

Just the same, documented facts reveal a life as fascina
ting as her fiction.

Born Callie Russell Porter in 1890 in

Indian Creek, Texas, Katherine Anne (later taking the name of
her grandmother) mixed a childhood fantasy life with her reallife experiences on a small farm for much of her best fiction.
She saw first-hand the transition her native Southwest strug
gled to make between antebellum/Civil War memories and twenti
eth-century promises threatened by world war disillusionment.
For most of her adult years this tension manifested itself in
Porter's bohemian life as she relished and anguished in several
marriages, love-affairs, and friendships with prominent artists
and writers.

She lectured, entertained, wrote for financial

support (such as reviews, even a stint at Hollywood screen
writing) and wrote fiction for personal, spiritual support,
when victorious over a recurring, mysterious writer's block.
Living in various places in Mexico, Europe, and the States,
she finally settled in Washington, D.C., claiming she was to
live her final years either "'in a howling wilderness or a
world capital.Until the last years of her life Porter
continued her lively social life and some journalistic writ
ing (covering, for example, the moon-landing at the age of 82)
as well as work on a Cotton Mather biography she never finished
After suffering from a series of strokes, Katherine Anne Port
er died in 1980 at the age of ninety.
Porter's endless roamings underscore a restless dissatis-
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faction with her life and a disordered world; nurtured by
simultaneous careers in teaching, journalism, and even theater,
she tried to cope primarily by turning to art, the emotional
and intellectual center of her life.

"My own habit of writing

fiction," she explained, "has provided a wholesome exercise to
my natural, incurable tendency to try to wrangle the sprawling
mess of our existence in this bloody world into some kind of
shape."
Her effort produced, over fifty years, a rich contribu
tion to American literature.

Despite her relatively small

canon, critics note the superior quality of her work. (She
was said to have burned trunkfuls of manuscripts she felt in
ferior.)

Her first book, a limited edition of Flowering Judas,

appeared in 1930.

The critical reception proved so enthusias

tic that an expanded version appeared five years later and yet
another in 1940, after the fall of France.

In the introduc

tion to this edition Porter described her stories as "'frag
ments of a larger plan'" designed to help her understand the
"'logic of this terrible and majestic failure of the life of
12
man in the western world.'"
Pale Horse, Pale Rider, which
introduced both the novella of the title and Old Mortality,
was published in 1939; then, in 1944, The Leaning Tower and
Other Stories appeared.

In 1962 Porter published her long-

awaited novel Ship of Fools on which a successful film was
made. (The novel has received mixed reviews.)

Porter then

wrote essentially no more fiction, publishing instead some
reviews, essays, journalistic features, and letters, some of
which has recently been collected.

In 1965 Porter approved

The Collected Short Stories of Katherine Anne Porter which
won both the National Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize.
This definitive edition, on which this thesis is based, in
cludes all her published stories and novellas plus a few pre
viously unpublished ones.
Review of Criticism
Few authors have enjoyed the critical reception that
followed Porter's first published work, praise which also
followed her other works of short fiction establishing her
reputation early in her career.

She was placed among the best

of America's twentieth-century short story writers by such re
spected critics as Ivor Winters, Allen Tate, Howard Baker,
and Robert Penn Warren.

They admired her intricate imagery

and symbolism, her elegant style, her memorable characteriza
tions, her authentic regional descriptions, and her complexity
and depth of theme.

A writer of amazing diversity, she at

tracted traditionalists. New Critics, regionalists, structualists, and feminists.

No wonder Edmund Wilson found, back in

1944, Katherine Anne Porter to be so "'baffling because one
cannot take hold of her work in any of the obvious ways.'"
Of course, many tried, and a brief summary of some of her ma
jor critics, particularly those dealing with her Miranda sto-

ries, follows here.
Paul Crume noted in 1940 that Porter's "'approach is a
curious blend of impressionism with the hardness and exactness
of imagery characteristic of a writer who reports,'" but who
"'gains her effects subtly and slowly. . .

Even more

popular than such stylistic analyses were studies of her themes
and regions.

Ray West's Katherine Anne Porter (1963) and Ed

ward Schwartz' "Fictions of Memory" (1960) both focused on her
regional descriptions of the Southwest in the Miranda stories
and her definition of reality based on memory and the family's
past.

Charles Allen's "Katherine Anne Porter: Psychology as

Art" (1956), James W. Johnson's "Another Look at Katherine Anne
Porter" (1960), and Sarah Youngblood's "Structure and Imagery
in Katherine Anne Porter's Pale Horse, Pale Rider" (1959)
searched the relationship between Porter's southern past and
the psychological make-up of her characters.

George Hendrik's

Katherine Anne Porter (1964), one of the first full-length book
criticisms, treats Porter's characters in the light of ethnic
backgrounds and illuminates literary allusions in the stories.
One of the most comprehensive full-length treatments is John
Edward Hardy's Katherine Anne Porter (1973), an overview of
general themes and an examination of the parallels of Porter's
own life with her stories.

A zealous attempt at a cohesive

view of Porter's canon is William Nance's Katherine Anne Por
ter and the Art of Rejection (1964), a view in which Porter's
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characters all flee oppressive institutions only to end up in
total isolation and a complete negation of life.
The most recent approach to Porter's work is feminism,
seen in such essays as Jane Flander's "Katherine Anne Porter
and the Ordeal of Southern Womanhood" (1976), Rosemary Hennessy's "Katherine Anne Porter's Model for Heroines" (1977),
and Barbara H. Carson's "Winning: Katherine Anne Porter's
Women" (1977).

These reviews have culminated in the most val

iant effort since Nance's book in an attempt to thematically
unify all of Porter's fiction, namely Jane Krause DeMouy's
Katherine Anne Porter's Women: The Eye of Her Fiction (1983),
a convincing work that doesn't fall prey to some of the super
ficial formulas found in Nance's work.

Although an admirable

achievement, DeMouy's purely feminist approach still limits
Porter's vision.

The elusiveness and diversity of Porter's

canon remains to be assessed in a more universal way.
Perhaps the most valuable representative criticism re
mains Lodwick Hartley's and George Core's Katherine Anne Porter
A Critical Symposium (1969).

Containing most of the more dis

tinguished commentators of Porter's art, this volume provides
a balanced collection that also includes the Paris Review
interview of Porter and Glendway Wescott's "Katherine Anne
Porter Personally."

Possibly the "single most important es

say on her work and the standard by which others must be
judged," acccording to Jane DeMouy and Ruth M. Alzarea, is

Robert Penn Warren's "Irony with a Center" that appears in
.15
this symposium.
Warren, a life-long friend as well as critic of Porter,
observes that her stories never use irony merely for irony's
sake.

Porter "affirms, rather, the constant need for exercis-

ing as much of the human faculty as possible."1

In other

words, her technique integrates irony in all levels of style,
characterization, and theme, creating, as DeMouy suggests,
"ironical structures, which force readers to confront human
experiences in a new light.(It should be emphasized
here that most critics, including Warren, feel Porter dem
onstrated this skill most successfully in her short fiction.
Her full-length novel Ship of Fools, despite early ecstatic
reviews, was later deemed rather plotless, one-dimensional,
18
and limited in vision.)
Therefore, understanding from the
beginning Porter's ironic thrust should bend to Porter's
favor the old controversy, as DeMouy puts it, of "whether
Porter should be seen as a grizzled old misanthrope, frigid
and even venomous, or as an unblinking, honest reporter of a
very real and human frailty.An attempt to view the Miran
da stories as unified by the initiation motif should support
the latter.
Initiation and Epiphany
The rite of initiation, perhaps the most important rite
of primitive cultures, denotes the passage from childhood to

10
adulthood.

Often immersed in mythic and religious symbolism,

this rite serves, among other things, to remind primitive men
of their ties with the earth, both as womb and grave.

Anthro

pologists also note that such rites test endurance, assure
20
loyalties, and even maintain the power of the community.
Sociologist Arnold van Gennep's classic Rites of Passage
first described three segments of initiation:

(1) separation--

when the individual leaves his old status, family, or group,
often being physically isolated; (2) transition--when he must
submit to a group; and (3) re-incorporation--when he is com21
pletely accepted into the group with a new status.
Helton
Baynes applied these more directly to psychology, terming
the three stages of "realization" as experience, reflection
or ordering, and understanding. 22
In his book Thresholds of Initiation, Joseph L. Hender
son, noted American psychologist and Jungian, observes the
similarities of these steps in Alan Watts' analysis of the
baptismal rite: the return to the womb-grave or descent,
"'dying into multiplicity, and rising into Unity.'"23 Signifi
cantly, Henderson, among others, also terms the last step "lib
eration," for this re-entry is "with a goal, not ... an un
differentiated blind participation [as in a child's social
group] but a conscious process of relating to the group while
maintaining identity . . . , or in achieving individuation.24
While noting the obvious importance of individual identi
ty, Henderson still seems to agree with most psychologists
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that completing the last step necessitates integration or uni
ty with the group to some degree, especially as related to fe
male initiation.

However, in his essay in Man and His Symbols,

Henderson admits that full individuation may in some cases re
quire a final truncation from the group.

Some male initiation

symbols, he explains:
. . . point to man's need to liberation from any state
of being that is too immature, too fixed or final.

In

other words, they concern man's release from--or tran
scendence of--any confining pattern of existence as he
moves toward a superior or more mature stage in his
development.
Considering that much of Miranda's initiatory ordeals involve
her efforts to be accepted as herself, even when contrary to
society's expectations of her as a female, it is significant
that this "male" qualification by Henderson fits Miranda so
precisely.
Henderson also reminds his audience that "initiatory
events are not confined to youth; every new phase of develop
ment throughout an individual's life is accompanied by a repe
tition of the original conflict by the claims of the Self and
p
the claims of the ego."
He again notes that these events
are usually seen as successive ordeals in which the Self dies
and then is reborn to new strength.
Although Henderson does not claim to embrace existential-
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ism fully, he understands its relevance to initiation and
twentieth-century philosophy.

"At the critical point of in

dividual development, man is alone with himself and can fall
back upon absolutely no preconceived, prelearned patterns
. . . Yet," Henderson feels, "the psyche is not without con
tent" and such existential self-confrontation may be exhilarating in its sense of freedom.27 He then applies yet a
third term for the final stage, "the state of immanence in
the sense that individuation forces a man to obey the immanent
law of his own nature," manifested by making choices, taking
action, and taking responsibility.28 In his Contemporary Phil
osophy Frederick Copelston refers to this immanence when he
quotes the existentialist Marcel:

"'I affirm myself as a per

son in the measure that I assume the responsibility of what
I do and what I say . . . both before myself and before others. . . .*"29 Referring to this commitment, Copelston quotes
Sartre's reminder that "'For man, to be is to choose oneself.
I n30
These anthropological, psychological, and philosophical
ideas of initiation can be synthesized in a working literary
definition found in Mordecai Marcus' essay "What is an Initia
tion Story?":
An initiation story may be said to show its young protag
onist experiencing a significant change of knowledge
about the world or himself, or a change of character, or
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of both, and this change must point or lead him towards
an adult world.

It may or may not contain some form of

ritual, but it should give some evidence that the change
31
is at least likely to have permanent effects.
Marcus then divides initiations into types "according to their
power and effect."

First, "tentative" initiations emphasize

the shocking effect of experiences for young protagonists who
do not fully understand their significance.

Second, "uncom

pleted" [sic] initiations involve self-discovery and a greater
understanding of maturity but leave the protagonist "enmeshed
in a struggle for certainty."

Third, "decisive" initiations

also involving self-discovery carry their protagonists "firm
ly into maturity and understanding, or at least show them
decisively embarked toward maturity."32
The emphasis in literary initiations, then, centers not
on prescribed ritual but what Robert Bickham calls "the random
play of circumstance," that is, experience which affords a
character immediate new knowledge or one that is only later
understood after being shaped by symbol and memory.33 Epiph
anies dramatically convey such symbolism and can condense
the initiatory experience in short fiction.

Originally a

religious term referring to the manifestation of a divine
being, "epiphany" now widely appears in the sense James Joyce
made popular, summarized by C. Hugh Holman:
. . . an event in which the essential nature of something--
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a person, a situation, an object--was suddenly perceived.
It is thus an intuitive grasp of reality achieved in a
quick flash of recognition, in which something, usually
simple and commonplace, is seen in a new light, and, as
Joyce says, "its soul, its whatness leaps to use from the
Q/

vestment of its appearance."

• Northrop Frye notes the more negative, ironic use of the
term, referring to the moment when the tragic hero falls.35
Zack Bowen traces this usage to Aristotelian recognition,
when "the protagonist learns something which reveals his own
inadequacies."

In other words, since the loss of "inno

cence" in all its connotations is central to the initiation,
the epiphany is not always favorable to the character.

In

fact, Robert Penn Warren considers the "great virtue" of a
character to be able to "recognize complicity with evil in
the self."37 Self-development may demand such disturbing
knowledge.

Claims Jung, "Only in distress do we discover
ourselves."38 Bowen voices some caution, however, that wheth
er positive or negative truths emerge, the epiphanies are only

"as accurate as the characters from whom they emanate"; after
all, he notes, "the process itself is an artistic integrity
which goes far beyond . . . the revelations themselves" (emphasis mine).39 The value of a character's epiphany in a story,
therefore, depends on whether that character has the intelli
gence, the sensitivity, the honesty, and the courage to recogthe epiphany for whatever worth it may have in his initiation.

15
his growing understanding.
To summarize:

initiation, then, may be seen as a charac

ter's on-going maturing process, perhaps best understood as
repetitive experiences that, like a spiral, lead to selfknowledge or full individuation.

Stages in each initiation

or threshold include withdrawal and isolation, the introduc
tion to a new status usually through some ordeal, and then
"immanence," involving a full incorporation into the adult
community while maintaining individual identity, or, if that
community proves too rigid and unreliable, individual tran
scendence.

Each initiation may be tentative, incomplete, or

decisive.

A changed worldview and new self-knowledge, often

gained through an epiphany, may include one's discovery of
inner strength as well as hidden weakness, fear, even selfdelusion.

And finally, such knowledge may lead to growth only

if accompanied by a basic honesty and a desire to order one's
life.
Katherine Anne Porter's Miranda stories illustrate these
facets of initiation persuasively.

Arranged according to Mi

randa's different ages and studied against her family back
ground . or the "Old Order," the stories reveal varying stages
of her maturing that fall into Marcus' paradigm of initiation
types.

"The Circus," "The Fig Tree," and "The Grave" explore

emotional, intellectual, and sexual-role "tentative" initia
tions, uncovering experiences that only brush the child Miran
da's awareness; their primary impact is subconscious.

An
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"incomplete" initiation in the novella Old Mortality involves
a powerful self-discovery that leads the teenager Miranda to
a major, conscious relinquishment of her past, though the full
significance of her decision and its consequences remain un
clear to her.

Finally, the "decisive" initiations of an adult

Miranda show her more completely grasping her status in the
world.

The novella Pale Horse, Pale Rider points to her de

cisive embarkation toward this self-discovery; the story "Hol
iday" seems to underscore a final, even celebratory acceptance.
Katherine Anne Porter once said, "A novel is really like
a symphony, you know, where instrument after instrument has to
come in at its own time.';'^^

Viewed in their totality accord

ing to the initiation motif, these Miranda stories do emerge
as a symphony with the effect of a moving novel.

BACKGROUND OF THE "OLD ORDER"

Since Porter's Miranda stories take place in an authentic
late Victorian Southwest, it would be well to see how that mi
lieu relates to Miranda as a feminine character.

Cleanth

Brooks lists some characteristics found in Southern literature,
including "the importance of family," the sense of community,
a "peculiar historical consciousness, and--with this feeling
for history--a sense of its tragic dimensions.Brooks then
notes the conflict between persistent romantic antebellum views
and post Civil War realities that often engender this tragic,
usually ironic dimension in the literature.
Porter's work particularly emphasizes the conflict of
feminine autonomy versus the idealized role of the Southern
belle, who was, DeMouy wryly notes, "created not out of man's
rib but out of his imagination. 42 Jane Flanders summarizes
a common picture of the belle:
. . . that impossible combination of beauty, charm, chas
tity and grace which flowers into the capable wife and
devoted mother, upholding the moral, religious, and cul
tural standards of the household, while remaining sub/ Q

missive to her husband and the traditions of society.
Rosemary Hennessy notes a parallel in mythology:

". . .a

young girl's initiation into adulthood required no search for
identity.

She merely wanted to be discovered by a husband who

represented the fulfillment of her destiny. . . ."
17

So, the
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young Cinderella, "an outcast, found happiness when her true
worth was discovered by the Prince, who led her off to marital
bliss."

Hennessy observes that fulfillment invariably was

found in "the reproductive and nurturing functions of wife
and mother. 1144 Society often questions the femininity of a
woman who rejects such a role.

According to Juanita Williams,

the classic example of such a woman, in society's view, "is
the intellectual, who sacrifices her feminine affectivity for
the arid persuit of goals which are defined as masculine:
achievement in the arts, business, or the professions. 45 In
addition to these unfair societal restrictions on personal
or occupational roles, many Victorian women also feared their
own physical demands in reproduction.

Death in childbirth

and frequent pregnancies with the accompanying ailments often
plagued the woman of child-bearing age. (Significantly, Mi
randa's mother never fully recovers after giving birth, dying
when Miranda is about two.)
Fear of sexuality and of failing to meet the ideal stand
ards of feminine appearance and heavier, distrust and confusion
over a society that discourages interests or careers outside
the home--all of these tensions appear in Miranda.

DeMouy

summarizes her view of one conflict in Porter's work:

"a

desire, on the one hand, for the independence and freedom to
pursue art or principle regardless of social convention, and,
on the other, a desire for the love and security inherent in
the traditional roles of wife and mother."

This could be
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expanded to include Miranda's desire for freedom of choice
even in areas outside her sexuality versus her desire for ac
ceptance by a society that does not always permit that free
dom.

For Miranda, to choose freedom and honesty often means

to choose the solitary life, a choice that

in different ways

both advances and hinders her initiations.
"Old Order" Role Models
Miranda's initiations, of course, begin against this back
ground with her early childhood influences, particularly her
Grandmother who symbolizes the "Old Order."

This term used

throughout the stories refers to the long-standing Rhea family
traditions. Southern traditions that uphold ideal feminine
roles, the unquestioning authority of elder family members,
and a preoccupied reverence for the past.

The Grandmother's

name Sophia Jane Rhea suggests the qualities of a commanding
earth-mother.

Hendrick points out that "Sophia means skill,

intelligence, or wisdom; Jane is a feminine form of John
which means literally the Lord is gracious; and Rhea was
mother of the gods. 47 Such a formidable character dominates
the first two stories in the Old Order series, "The Source"
and "The Journey."
"The Source" recounts the Grandmother's annual, almost
ritualistic visit to the Texan family farm in the early sum
mer.

The story introduces the Grandmother not only as a per

son but a symbol of Miranda's world.

She and the other grand-
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children feel ambivalence towards her; they are impatient,
even at times fearful, of her autocratic rule, yet "they
loved their Grandmother; she was the only reality to them in
a world that seemed otherwise without fixed authority or
refuge . . ."(p. 324).

The Grandmother's frenzied restora

tion of the farmhouse as well as her attention to her horses
and the neat rows of fruit trees in this story symbolize not
only her love of the land but her desire for order, nurture,
and control.
"The Journey" covers a visit into the Grandmother's past,
explaining how the past has shaped her, and, in turn, the
the qualities that will shape Miranda.

This story opens with

Sophia Jane and the old Nannie, her lifelong servant and con
fidante, reminiscing.

The determined, stoical attitudes of

both Sophia Jane and Nannie apparent in these chats result
from the arduous life of raising a family (Sophia Jane bore
eleven children, Nannie thirteen), and though they question
the "burdensome rule" that they "live by every day of their
lives," they do so "without rebellion and without expecting
an answer" (p. 327).

Also, dipping into the past seems reas

suring, for the past, though often bitter, is familiar, un
changing.

Such a view of the past does not always placate

young Miranda, however; unlike Grandmother Sophia Jane and
Nannie, she questions, expecting answers.

Still, her awe

and fear of the Grandmother's disapproval prompts Miranda to
keep silent, a habit that very gradually leads her to an inner
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independence long before her actual separation from the fami
ly.
The chats uncover the Grandmother's pride in her herit
age as the daughter of a well-to-do captain from Kentucky.
She is remembered as a beautiful belle, charming, witty, sub
missive, chaste--in other words, marriageable.

Though curious

about her sexuality from the start, Sophia Jane never learns
from her parents what she really wants to know, and later Mi
randa suffers the same initial ignorance.

In a rite of pas

sage approved by her society, young Sophia Jane marries into
moderate wealth, but not, unfortunately, into compassion and
respect.

Her view of men changes from fascination to scorn,

partly because of her husband's insensitivities and partly
because of her disgust at the indiscriminate behavior of
white men on the plantation who father and abandon black chil
dren.

She begins to question her whole purpose in living in

her male-dominated world, shouldering most of the responsi
bility in "that grim and terrible race of procreation" (p.
334).

(She bore a child about every sixteen months or so.)

Moreover, Sophia Jane comes to abhore the "lack of aim,
failure to act at crises, [and the] philosophic detachment
from practical affairs" developing in her husband, who still
believes that as a.Southern gentleman he deserves a laborfree existence.(p. 335).

He refuses to allow her any say in

business decisions, losing her dowry plus much of his wealth
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in careless speculations.

When he dies from Civil War battle

wounds, Sophia Jane moves her,family of nine children and a
few black servants to Louisana and then to Texas.

Her hus

band's death forces an independence on her which she embraces
with a fierce sense of duty.

Unfortunately, because of guilt

in overtaxing her children and perhaps a deeply hidden inse
curity in her ability to be both mother and father, she begins
to vacillate between firmness and indulgence, and ironically
her sons, especially Miranda's father, adopt some of the ir
responsible traits of their father.
Sophia Jane's attitudes about sexuality and men revealed
in this story largely affect Miranda in negative ways.

As

evident in "The Grave," Miranda shares her Grandmother's am
bivalent feelings of fascination and fear regarding sex as
well as apprehension over the expectedJ"grim" duty of pro
creation.

Such misgivings understandably limit a completely

healthy initiation in sexuality for Miranda.

Also, the Grand

mother's hurt and frustration with her insensitive husband
parallels Miranda's feelings toward her own father, as noted
in Old Mortality.

Partially because of this hurt, Miranda

relinquishes the family group.

Ironically, only fate releases

Sophia Jane from her husband's domination.

Though she wel

comes the new autonomy, she feels cheated, even outraged, that
her marriage is cut short.

Similarly, Miranda greatly admires

and desires that same freedom, yet she also feels pressure
to marry as a way to gain an identity accepted by society.
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In many ways, though, Sophia Jane's widowhood strengthens
her "implicit character, which was altogether just, humane,
and simple" (p. 334).

Her first real step toward self determi

nation, an initiation threshold, comes in asserting her right
to nurse her children after discovering, while nursing one of
Nannie's infants (since Nannie is ill), "a sensual warm plea
sure she had not dreamed of, translating her natural relief
into something holy . . . amends from heaven for what she had
suffered in childbed" (p. 334). (Negro servants customarily
nursed white children since white society considered such a
task unseemly and vulgar.)

Sophia Jane's courageous offer to

nurse a black child scandalizes society but gives her fulfill
ment.

"'I understand now,' she said to her older sister Ke-

ziah, 'why the black mammies love their foster children'"
(p. 334).
Self-sufficiency, fortitude, daring, a penchant for order
and nurturing, plus a deep love of the land--all these traits
render Sophia Jane a positive model for Miranda to a large
extent.

More importantly, though she must forge a life "with

all the responsibilities of a man but with none of the privi
leges," Sophia Jane does finally emerge into something "like
an honest life,".and honesty is the single most significant
value that Miranda treasures (p. 336).

However, as always in

Porter's fiction, irony touches all developments, and in some
ways, Sophia Jane, for all her independence and sincerity.
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still never entirely escapes the confining stereotypical meas
urements of Southern womanhood.

That is, her past conditioning

limits the Grandmother's honesty and tolerance.

She has, for

example, contempt for a daughter-in-law who appears "altogether
too Western, too modern . . . like the 'new' woman who was
. . . asking for the vote, leaving her home and going out in
the world to earn her own living" (p. 333).

A handsome woman

herself, she still upholds the Southern ideal of beauty, sta
tus, and fashion, higher than Miranda can reach.

And finally,

as rule-maker for the family, Sophia Jane eventually becomes
almost as absolute and rigid as the tyrannical men she has
rejected.

Unwittingly, then, Sophia Jane, though a positive

influence in many ways, also becomes a negative one, pushing
Miranda into an ever-growing, quiet rebellion against unfair
family expectations.
"The Last Leaf" centers on the black servant old Nannie,
also a role-model for Miranda.

Unlike her idle husband Jim-

billy, who never lived with her after she moved into the main
house years before, Nannie shares the Grandmother's sense of
duty and resolution.

After the Grandmother dies, Nannie re

quests a small cabin, symbolically located across the creek,
where she can live quietly and alone, for, she announces,
"'I've served my time, "I've done my do, and dat's all'"
^.351). Even after the end of slavery, many whites never
doubted that their servants would remain on the job, content
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where they "belonged," so it surprises the family to learn
Nannie wants her own place and her own things.

Enjoying her

new freedom, Nannie supports herself gardening, making patch
work, and braiding woolen rugs.

Separated from the family

with only occasional visits from Miranda and the others,
she seems more perceptive and awakened to her natural surround
ings now, relishing particularly the night as she could never
do before, remembering that "she didn't have to get up in the
morning until she was ready.

So she would sit in the luxury

of having at her disposal all of God's good time in this
world" (p. 351). Time comes full circle to Nannie, proud and
asserting her ancient identity, for she "was no more the faith
ful old servant Nannie, a freed slave;

she was an aged Bantu

woman of independent means, sitting on the steps, breathing
the free air" (p. 349).
This self-reliance manifested in both the Grandmother
and Nannie in varying degrees does not escape the impression
able young Miranda.

Nor does the observation that both women

find solace in the land, perhaps because nature offers a nonjudgmental acceptance and a truth they at least subconsciously
seek, a truth lacking in society.

In some ways, Nannie's

union with nature and solitude, and her acceptance of her
status as an outsider bring

her to a stage of individuation

the Grandmother does not reach.

This lesson seems particular

ly vital to Miranda's experience later in the story "Holiday."
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A search for freedom, control, identity--many of the
traits and attitudes that characterize these struggles of
Grandmother Sophia Jane and Old Nannie also surface in Mi
randa's own ordeals; such "Old Order" legacies will play a
major role in her initiations.

TENTATIVE INITIATIONS

The Old Order stories already discussed provide background
information and appear more as straight narrative or reportage
than the following three stories, "The Circus," "The Fig Tree,"
and "The Grave."

Significantly, with Miranda as the protago

nist, these stories employ more imagery, symbolism, and time
shifts to reflect the inner stirrings of Miranda's imagination
and her changing perceptions, leading to some "tentative"
initiations.
In "The Circus" as a girl of about six, Miranda, already
characterized in earlier stories as "the little quick one"
(p. 342), delights in being included in a family outing.

Un

der the enormous circus tent, a kind of microcosm of the
world, the family and an odd assortment of visiting relatives
occupy almost a whole section, but this initial closeness
serves only as a backdrop to the traumatic separation Miranda
later experiences.

Looking down the crevices of the plank

seats, Miranda meets the peculiar "bold grinning stare" of
squatting, "roughly dressed little boys" peeping up unguarded
skirts (p. 344).

Barely sensing this sexual brush, Miranda

next confronts a sensually confusing and grotesque world
much too abrupt and intense for her.

The seemingly expanding

dimensions of the tent, the cacophony of sound, and the swirl
ing images of the opening acts overwhelm the child, and she
cries out in pain, closing her eyes against the scene:
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An enormous brass band seemed to explode right at Miran
da's ear.

She jumped, quivered, thrilled blindly and

almost forgot to breathe as sound and color and smell
rushed together and poured through her skin and hair and
beat in her head and hands and feet and pit of her sto
mach ... A creature [then pranced] . . . with a long
scarlet mouth stretching back into sunken cheeks,,turned
up at the corners in a perpetual bitter grimace of pain,
astonishment, not smiling, . . ." (p. 344)
Miranda has not yet learned the conventions that make
this vivid incongruence funny, and the clown with his "bonewhite skull and chalk-white face" comes to suggest death to
her (p. 344).

At first her naivete accepts the scene of a

man walking on air, but when she sees the wire and understands
that the clown may fall, she is terrified.

She takes serious

ly the clown's flirtations with death as he staggers, wob
bles, and clings to the wire with one leg while the other
waves "about like a feeler above his head" (p. 345).

The lit

tle girl simply cannot bear the "sneering kisses from his
cruel mouth" or the audience's "shrieks of dreadful laughter
like devils in delicious torment" (p. 345).
Eventually the servant Dicey carries out the crying Mi
randa who confronts a misshapen dwarf that assumes "a look
of haughty, remote displeasure, a true grown-up look," one
that Miranda knows well and now instills in her a "new kind
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of fear" (p. 345).

Often the Miranda stories depict older

family members with stern, unsympathetic looks; here Miranda
sees that same reproachful stare in a stranger that is even
farther removed in his deformity.

From this she learns intui

tively that those outside her family may be less disposed to
care for her, and she feels an unfamiliar sense of alienation.
Later, when the family returns, the older children tell
her what she missed.

They mourn over Dicey, who has missed

the circus on Miranda's account, "with their sad mouths,
their malicious eyes watching Miranda squirm" (p. 346).

Her

unfeeling father adds, "You missed it Baby, and what good did
it do you?" (p. 347) Following the malice of the children,
the irony of his remark accentuates her vulnerability.

Only

Miranda's Grandmother seems to at least partially understand,
reminding the father that "The fruits of their present are in
a future so far off, that neither of us may live to know wheth
er harm has been done or not" (p. 347).

Here Porter reminds

the reader that a partial revelation of new knowledge coming
to a character may resurrect itself into fuller knowledge at
a much later date, perhaps in the form of an epiphany as used
in "The Grave."

At the end of the "The Circus," though, even

the Grandmother fails to fully empathize with Miranda and
ease the pain.

That night the girl suffers a recreation of

the circus' "cruel joke" in her dreams, and she wakens with
a cry for Dicey's reassurance.

More urgent than Dicey's
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comfort, though, is her plea that Dicey not "turn out the
light and leave her to the fathomless terrors of the darkness
where sleep [and the nightmare] could overtake her once more"
(p. 347).

These images of light and darkness connoting truth

versus falsehood or obscurity appear frequently in Porter's
fiction.
Though written from a child's point of view, this initia
tion story conveys symbolic meaning far beyond a child's un
derstanding.

Miranda has been introduced to sexual vulgarity,

sensory impressions too intense for her to sort out, and
adult disapproval even outside her family.

She cries out for

protection, but now she also begins, intuitively rather than
deliberately, to go her own way and bear her troubled feelings
alone.
In "The Circus" revelations of adult callousness and incon
gruity impose on Miranda an emotional independence at a very
young age.

She learns quickly that such distance helps her

cope, and she also learns to play the game, to "put up" with
her elders though they try her patience, and to be content in
her own imaginative world, for the time being at least.

That

contentment hides a restlessness, however, and in "The Fig
Tree" Miranda appears ready for an intellectual initiation.
The family's preparation for another outing at the begin
ning of this story typifies adult restrictions when, for ex
ample, Nannie tries to force Miranda's hair into a tightly
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fitting sun-bonnet, hindering both the sun and the little
girl's freedom.

At first the family's destination remains

unknown, for "Miranda could never find out anything until the
last minute" (p. 352).

Indeed, children and adults communi

cate poorly; the only straight answer Miranda can ever count
on is "No!"
While the Grandmother supervises the preparations, Mi
randa, walking in a fig grove near the house, discovers a
dead chick.

Though limited with a child's understanding,

Miranda demonstrates a familiarity with death and farm animals
"Dead meant gone away forever.

Dying was something that hap

pened all the time, to people and everything else . .
(p. 354).

She provides a box for a coffin, flowers, and a

stone at the head of the grave where she buries the chick.
Miranda often performs such rituals when discovering dead
animals, for she has observed the Grandmother's approval of
properly-conducted funerals in the community, and she senses,
after all, that the Grandmother lays "down the law about all
kinds of things.

'It must be done this way and no other!'"

(p. 354)
Miranda finishes quickly to bury the chick in secret,
for the adults would soon "be after her, calling and hurrying
her, and she wouldn't have time for anything and they wouldn't
listen to a word" (p. 355).

Horrified to suddenly hear a sad

little sound like "weep, weep" that seems to come out of the
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ground, she fears she has buried the chick alive (perhaps
projecting her own fears of self-entrapment here), but the
family hustles her away before she can resurrect it.

Her

father, as unfeeling and uncomprehending as he appears in
"The Circus," attributes her tears to having left a doll be
hind, failing to notice that Miranda has never been interested
in inanimate things.

Rather than try to explain, though, Mi

randa plays her role and confesses she wants a doll.

Miranda

does not seek empathy from the Grandmother either, since late
ly she seems more detached from her grandchildren's feelings.
Two things finally distract Miranda from her worry:

the news

of kittens at Cedar Grove, their destination, and her love
for setting out"somewhere ". . . watching and listening--for
everything in the world was strange to her and something she
had to know about" (p. 359).
At Cedar Grove the family joins Great-Aunt Eliza, the
homely and in some ways freer sister of the pretty, more con
ventional Sophia Jane.

The contradiction between these two

grandmothers provides an education for Miranda.

Whereas

Sophia Jane evinces concern about fashion, beauty, and proper
feminine behavior, Eliza professes no such concern at all.
Overweight, oddly dressed in snuff-colored clothes, amateur
scientist Eliza presents a comical figure as she wields
her instruments, such as the telescope she erects on the hen
house or the microscope she casually brings to the dinner
table in order to study a potato peeling or a raisin.

Her
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habit of dipping snuff in the country fashion of rubbing it
on her gums with the frazzled end of a chewed twig offends
the Grandmother even more than "undignified" and "unfeminine"
scientific hobbies.
Miranda, however, finds such eccentricities fascinating;
still, another trait troubles her:
ing with her sister.

Eliza's fearless quarrel

Miranda's belief that the Grandmother's

opinion is unbending law becomes slightly clouded now, for
Eliza is a grandmother too.
ties disagree?

Whose ruling counts when authori

And, what did Eliza mean when she coolly pro

claims that the Grandmother could never understand those spec
imens under the microscope?

Though Miranda's independent

spirit already appears strong, she has still relied to a great
extent on the Grandmother, her center of reality.
ever, doubt triggers a degree of insecurity.

Now, how

At the same time,

Miranda loses some of her innocence, especially the moment she
views the moon as a "great pale flaring disk of cold light"
through Eliza's telescope (p. 361).

Asking with "rapture"

if the moon is like another world, Eliza replies that perhaps
it is like a million other worlds but nobody knows.

Infused

with a strange joy, Miranda falls back by herself, walking
behind the others, with the phrase "nobody knows" running like
a tune through her head.

Perhaps the moon's light that thrills

Miranda represents an epiphany of intellectual freedom, of
skepticism.
Passing through the fig grove soon after, Miranda touches
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a branch for luck.

The fig tree in this story may symbolize

both the discovery of one's identity or place in the world
(a reference to Nathaniel being discovered under the fig tree
in John 1) as well as the birth and celebration of new life
or new knowledge (a reference to the fig as sacred to Bacchus,
god of wine and fertility.)48 Earlier in the story Miranda
refuses the offer of a fig; significantly, she now reaches
out to touch one.

Miranda's innate courage is obviously

strengthening with her growing curiosity.
Miranda's initiation introduces her not only to skeptic
ism and the intriguing idea that her identity may be wrapped
up in the mysteries of nature or the unknown, it also intro
duces her to the known, to the reassurances that come from
objective, observable knowledge.

Soon after touching the fig

tree, Miranda hears the same "voice from the smothering earth,
the grave," or the "weep, weep" sound she noticed after bury
ing the chick near the story's beginning.

Eliza allays Miran

da's re-emerging fear when she explains that tree frogs make
this sound before a rain.

"'Just think,' said Great-Aunt

Eliza, in her most scientific voice, 'when the tree frogs
shed their skins, they pull them off over their heads like
little shirts, and they eat them.

Can you imagine?'" (p. 361)

Renewed as they emerge from the old skin, the tree frogs give
an apt image of self-transcendence, of survival and triumph
over decay.

Miranda's view of death is thus changing and

deepening here; it is only, she begins to perceive, a part
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of a cycle, a natural process of destruction and rebirth.
Also, scientific explanation erases her anxiety over burying
the chick, and at the story's close she remembers to thank
her Great-Aunt Eliza "through her fog of bliss at hearing the
tree frogs sing . .

(p. 362).

One fear has been calmed in Miranda, partially by an
appeal to scientific knowledge, but the inexplicable in life
and death remain to tantalize and elicit wonder.

Significant

ly, the Grandmother does not appear at Miranda's intellectual
initiation.

Miranda begins to sense more clearly now that

the Grandmother is no longer the fixed center of her life; the
differing views of her Grandmother and Eliza can apparently
exist separately and on equal terms.

So, Miranda begins in

this story to reject the Old Order on an intellectual level,
to become more aware of the immensity of things beyond the
farm and the town.

"The Fig Tree," therefore, contrasts with

Miranda's terrifying introduction of the pretenses and confus
ing parodies of the adult world in "The Circus."

Now Miranda

has seen beyond the circus illusions into the real world of na
ture, both humbled and amazed that other worlds and mysteries
exist which baffle even adults.

For Miranda, that weeping

sound has become music.
Both "The Circus" and "The Fig Tree" are what Mordecai
Marcus would classify as "tentative" initiations that bring
to the protagonist some kind of knowledge that is mostly
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intuitive, not fully understood, and primarily about the external world.49 Both stories direct Miranda toward isolation
and detachment, but this fortifies a fiercely individualistic
courage that enobles and enriches her character.

"The Grave,"

containing both a tentative and more decisive initiation, is
even more symbolic and lyrical than "The Fig Tree," perhaps
since it deals with deeper, more subjective experience, and
the knowledge Miranda gains moves more pointedly from the
external world to clearer self-definition than before.

One

of Porter's most famous works, this story utilizes compressed
images and a powerful use of epiphany to cover a wide range
of ideas and feelings.

Walter Sullivan refers to this story's

accomplishment as encompassing "the inexorable progress of
all life--from birth to love and on to death, from ignorance
to self-discovery, from alienation to sympathy with the rest
of the doomed and suffering world.
At the time of this story's opening, the Grandmother has
died and most of the old estate has passed on to others out
side the family, reflecting changing fortunes and times.

In

deed, though the children explore land once belonging to their
family, they now consider themselves trespassers.

With the

Grandmother's death, then, comes another break Miranda makes
with the Old Order.

Although memories of the Grandmother will

always influence Miranda, for both share many traits, the
focus of Miranda's life is shifting more from the family to
what the land can teach her, not her family's land necessarily,
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but nature generally.
Miranda, now age nine, and her brother Paul, twelve, romp
about innocently, "aimlessly and pleasurably as any young ani
mal" in the open empty graves of Grandfather and other members
of the Old Order.

The children's curiosity, digging into the

earth which emits a "pleasantly sweet, corrupt smell," will
lead to an encounter with death, not represented in the gravesites but in hunted prey.

Miranda and Paul exchange treasures

that the graves yield in the "fierce sunlight":

a silver cof

fin screwhead in the shape of a dove for Paul and a ring "shin
ing with the serene purity of fine gold" for Miranda, which
she slips on her thumb (pp. 363, 365).
In a sense Miranda here trades her innocence for knowledge
of her feminine identity.

The ring prompts stirrings that

lead to romantic pictures of her ancestral South.

She wants

to "go back to the farmhouse, take a good cold bath, dust her
self with . . . talcum powder . . . put on the thinnest, most
becoming dress she owned with a big sash, and sit in a wicker
chair under the trees . . ." (p. 365).

Looking down at her

overalls, Miranda remembers the community women's criticism
of her dressing like a boy and riding bareback, and suddenly
she feels ashamed, for though she feels "perfectly comfortable
in the clothes," Miranda has a "powerful social sense, which
was like a fine set of antennae radiating from every pore of
her skin" (p. 365).
Cleanth Brooks notes that "this matter of clothes and the
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social sense, and the role of women in society are brought
into the story unobtrusively, but they powerfully influence
its meaning."

For, he continues, "if the story is about

. . . an initiation into the meaning of sex, the subject is
not treated in a doctrinaire polemical way.

In this story

sex is considered in a much larger context, in a social and
even philosophical context.DeMouy goes a step further
and claims that this passage provides perhaps "the clearest
statement in Porter's fiction of the paradoxical emotions
behind Miranda's warring impulses:

Grandmother and her social

standards can inflict shame even in the face of a rational
understanding that a new standard makes more sense."52 Indeed,
this restrictive, ambiguous background of societal expecta
tions for sexual roles versus personal, "sensible" preferences
make all of Miranda's initiatory experiences complex.
In addition to fashion and its social ramifications, the
ring, likely a wedding band, symbolizes the realities of ro
mantic love and marriage that Miranda will seriously question
much later.

But now, in this moment, Miranda remains enchant

ed with her find until she discovers a different kind of
treasure when her brother opens the womb of a rabbit he has
shot and killed.
Kneeling over the sacrifice, Miranda exclaims, "'Oh, I
want to see' under her breath," and carefully touches one of
the babies with its delicate ears and its almost featureless
blind face.

Filled "with pity and astonishment and a kind
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of shocked delight" as she feels it's fragile veil of blood,
Miranda begins "to tremble without knowing why.
wanted most deeply to see and to know."

Yet she

In this tentative

initiation, young Miranda becomes vaguely conscious of her
own female role as part of earth's fertility, and she be
gins to understand "a little of the secret, formless intui
tions in her own mind and body, which had been clearing up,
taking form, so gradually and so steadily she had not realized
that she was learning what she had to know" (pp. 366-367).
These intuitions are crystallized in the juxtaposition of
birth and death for only an instant before Paul's warning not
to tell anyone of their find suppresses her wonder.

At age

twelve perhaps Paul fears slipping sexual knowledge to Miran
da is somehow dangerous, in light of their father's reticence
on the subject.
Though deep-seated, the memory of this childhood epiphany,
exquisite and profoundly moving, is suddenly resurrected twen
ty years later in a foreign counry when Miranda meets an
Indian vendor peddling candied rabbits coated with a sweetly
corrupt smell.

The hot day and the smell triggers remembranc

es of the "mingled sweetness and corruption" in the old ceme
tery, and Miranda stares at first agitated by a "reasonless
horror" at the scene of the dead rabbits that leaps "from its
burial place before her mind's eye" (p. 367).

Perhaps this

"horror" stems partly from her adult abhorrence over the un
warranted death of an animal and its fetuses; it could also
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stem partly from her fears traced to her Grandmother's sto
ries of suffering in childbirth.

Soon, however, "this dread

ful vision" fades, and Miranda's memory fixes itself instead
on the childhood face of her brother, "standing again in the
blazing sunshine, again twelve years old, a pleased sober
smile in his eyes, turning the silver dove over and over in
his hand" (p. 368).
Critics vary widely in their interpretation of this wellknown last image.

Some suggest that the dove points to a

religious hope in immortality.

Others remind the reader that

Paul's silver dove is flawed, an omen that hope, romantic or
religious, may be forever blighted for Miranda, leaving her
"unfulfilled" as a woman.

Some even suggest that the vision's

shift from the baby rabbits to Paul's face and the dove merely
represents psychological repression, Miranda's refusal to
accept what her femininity means.

All of these interpreta

tions have some merit, but more likely the dove (freedom) and
Paul ("male" advantage in society) together simply symbolize
Miranda's innate desire for the liberty to be whatever she
wants to be, regardless of sexual "role" or societal mores.
Though unmarried, Miranda emerges here as a grown woman who
is learning to appreciate both her basic femininity and her
autonomy.

This last scene, therefore, points to a positive

initiation at least embarked toward decisiveness.
Miranda's deepening knowledge of a paradoxical world has
prodded her now into greater seclusion.

Restless, yet resolved
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to govern her own life, Miranda, at the end of "The Grave,"
has apparently left the family and her own country for a time.
But she has not resigned from a meaningful life, nor does her
ultimate outlook suggest complete rejection.
these stories show otherwise.

The patterns in

In "The Circus" Miranda begins

to reject the masquerade of unreliable sensual experience and
her emotional dependence on callous adults, but not all sensual
experience and not all adults (as in her need for Dicey's con
solation).

In "The Fig Tree" she begins to reject unthinking

reliance on traditional authority and superstition, but not
her intellectual thirst to learn freely and to marvel.

In "The

Grave" Miranda rejects the needless destruction of nature and,
to a small extent perhaps, her own fertility, but not her woman
hood generally, nor a grasp of the natural cycles of birth and
death that make up life.

In discussing "The Grave," Hennessy

apparently supports this positive assessment: ". . . [the dove]
is an emblem Miranda has created from the grave of her own
experience, shaped by tradition and personal struggle.

Her

ability to transcend the very human horror at the recognition
of death and decay in life is a comment on the art of living
she has achieved." In other words, by the end of the story
Miranda displays "the capacity to create from the stuff of life
an ironic but affirmative image of the complexities which make
living full of challenge and wonder."53

INCOMPLETE INITIATIONS

"She was a spirited-looking woman, . . . forever in the
pose of being photographed, . . . but she was only a ghost in
a frame, and a sad, pretty story from old times."

The photo

of the young woman with the telling gray eyes and "reckless
indifferent smile" is far less intriguing for young Miranda
and her sister Maria than the picture painted by family stories
(p. 173).

Described here is Miranda's Aunt Amy who figures

prominently in the novella Old Mortality, not as a real per
son so much as a tragic heroine, a family legend, and a strong
dramatic symbol of the Old Order's influence on Miranda's coming-of-age.

Written primarily from Miranda's point of view,

the novella, overlapping the chronology of previously dis
cussed stories, recounts not only variations of the Amy myth
but Miranda's changing perceptions of it.

Her struggles to

sort fact from fiction, the realistic from the ideal, lead
to disillusionment and some profound epiphanies.

These, in

turn, culminate in an initiation which irreversibly separates
her from the family group.

Earlier initiations focused mainly

on Miranda's intuitive awareness.

Now Miranda will consciously

seek for the first time individuation on her own.
Walter Sullivan sees the Rheas and their preoccupation
with the past as a "microcosmic representation of Southern
society," fragmented and colliding with twentieth-century
change, held together largely by myth.

Often the resulting

family or societal structure, he notes, looms artificial and
42
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oppressive.

Midwestern writer Willa Gather, a friend of

Porter who well understands her themes of family domination,
declares that in real life as in fiction, a person may often
find himself "'clinging passionately to his individual soul,
. . . [and] in terror of losing it in the general family
flavor. . ..As stated earlier, this natural desire to
preserve one's individuality sometimes conflicts with the
traditional notion of initiation as achieving integration in
to a group.

If that group, a family, demands a sacrifice of

one's identity, then initiation requires instead a denial of
the group and its symbols.
As Miranda increasingly discovers in Old Mortality, the
Rheas' mythic interpretation of the past as a measurement
of her own status in the group proves untenable and unfair.
Her resulting relinquishment of the group slowly takes shape
in three segments of the novella.

Most of the family share

the father's version of the Amy story in Part I, in which Amy
(and her Gabriel) are apotheosized.

Part II covers the ex

posure of the Gabriel character, whose legend is demythologized.

Part III covers Cousin Eva's more dehumanizing view,

in which the Amy story is sterilized.
In Part I of the novella (covering 1885-1902) Miranda,
age eight, and her sister Maria, twelve, both curious roman
tics tempered with the common sense of young children, try to
sort out contradictory messages when legend opposes reality.
They are "drawn and held by the myseterious love [that] the
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living," especially the Grandmother (who figures only in the
background in this story) and the father, cherish for the dead
(p. 176).

Large doses of both the theater and the family's

tales with their own larger-than-life personages convince Mi
randa and Maria that there must be "a life beyond a life in
this world," and that such episodes confirm "for the little
girls the nobility of human feeling . . . the importance of
life and death, the depths of the human heart, the romantic
value of tragedy" (p. 179).

Not surprisingly, with such lofty

sentiments supposedly at the core, romanticised stories of all
kinds capture the little girls' imaginations.

However, when

the Old Order myths later shatter, Miranda questions those
sentiments and much more.
Even early on, Miranda's fascination with the family
stories mixes with some skepticism and discontent.

For one,

after listening to stories of heart-stopping adventure and
tragedy, both Miranda and Maria find it depressing to return
to their "everyday world of dull lessons to be learned, stiff
shoes to be lumbered up, scratchy flannels to be endured in
cold weather, measles, and disappointed expectations" (p. 178).
The Grandmother's tearful reverence for her keepsakes from the
Amy era also confuse them; those "faded things" such as "sillylooking combs. . . yellowed long gloves and misshapen satin
slippers" seem far removed from the stories themselves (p. 175).
More uncomfortable than the felt contrast between the romantic
and the concrete, everyday world, though, are the contradictons
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between other statements the elders make about their ideals
of feminine charm and observable evidence.

For example, their

father looks at Amy's picture and announces that of course Amy,
like all the shapely Rheas, "was much slimmer [than her photo]
. . . . There were never any fat women in the family, thank
God" (p. 174).

Miranda, with her common sense, simply wonders

what he means, for her own mother had been too slim, "a candlewick," and then there is Great-Aunt Eliza, "who, when seated,
was one solid pyramidal monument from floor to neck."

Also,

one could not forget ample Great-Aunt Keziah whose husband re
fused to allow her to mount his good horses out of "charity
to our faithful dumb friends" (p. 174).
Miranda finds extracting the truth from such accounts dif
ficult, and particularly so in the controlling legend of Uncle
Gabriel, who races horses and writes poetry, and of course, of
Aunt Amy, now deceased, who overshadows all other legends and
epitomizes the family standard of female perfection:
First, a beauty must be tall; whatever color the eyes, the
hair must be dark, the darker the better; the skin must
be pale and smooth.

Lightness and swiftness of movement

were important points.

A beauty must be a good dancer,

superb on horseback, with a serene manner, an amiable gai
ety tempered with dignity at all hours.

Beautiful teeth

and hands, of course, and over and above all this, some
mysterious crown of enchantment that attracts and holds
the heart, (p. 176)
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No wonder Miranda sighs that it is "all very exciting and dis
couraging" (p. 176).

Knowing that their elders expect the

children to admire their aunt and to be measured by such charms,
Miranda and Maria listen attentively whenever Amy is discussed.
They learn that dark-haired Amy indeed personified every
thing the ideal belle should be except in one area:

though

she played the submissive, helpless female at times, she also
ironically flaunted her role as the coquette, sometimes wearing
daring fashions, flirting on the dance floor all night, and
most importantly, brushing aside offers of marriage her mother
(the Grandmother) urged her to accept.

(Despite her own unhap

py marriage, the Grandmother desired the union for her daughter
primarily for respectability.)

The family forgives her, how

ever, because of her brave efforts to live passionately despite
the consumption that gave her cheeks a romantic flush.

Indeed,

she seemed almost joyfully unconcerned by her conviction that
she was destined for an early death.

Such a tantalizing por

trait of abandon, charm, melancholy, and of course beauty
essentially apotheosized Amy, assuring her place in the family's
romantic gallery.
According to the most popular story. Amy becomes even more
the romantic heroine when her second cousin Gabriel, a loyal
and long-suffering suitor, feels duty-bound to challenge Ray
mond, a rival, to a duel after it appears he tries to kiss
Amy alone outside the ballroom.

Her brother Harry (Miranda's

father) takes a pot shot at Raymond to prevent the duel and
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then flees toward Mexico to wait for the scandal to subside.
Amy, distressed at the misunderstanding, is angry at Gabriel
and though ill, she rides her horse all night to comfort her
brother.

Upon her return, though weak. Amy explains her out

rageous behavior, seemingly noting her fictionalized status:
"'Mommy, it was splendid... . . And if I am to be the heroine
of this novel, why shouldn't I make the most of it?'" (p. 189)
Sometime after. Amy suddenly reconciles with the noble Gabriel
and marries him, but fulfilling her own prophecy, she dies six
weeks later from an apparently accidental overdose of medicine.
Gabriel immortalizes his Amy in a poem that Miranda finds very
touching, ending "'A singing angel, she forgets/ The griefs of
old mortality'" (p. 181).
Not until her young adulthood does Miranda begin to sur
mise what Amy was really like.

She wonders if Amy's coquetry

is not merely to attract attention but to take some control
of her life despite society's prescribed manners.

That she

cannot leave the dance floor alone with a man without creating
a scandal illustrates her restriction.

Marriage and children

frighten her although her mother insists such "would cure her
of everything" (p. 189).

Her confession during a fever that

she's "'sick of this world. . . . It's so dull!'" (p. 188) and
her wish to join the unrestrained Mardi Gras paraders instead
of politely watching from a balcony further emphasize her rest
lessness and discontent as a belle.

Despite this sense of.

emptiness. Amy fails to clearly understand what she really
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wants or needs as a female, as a person, and therein lies the
real tragedy of this story.

So she fights the dullness with

her flirtations and impulsive escapades.

Sadly, because of

this, she seems unable to establish fulfilling relationships
with men.

Though in her brief marriage she claims Gabriel is

kind to her, she confesses her loneliness in her last letter,
which Miranda reads as an adult.

The story also hints that

Amy never consummates her marriage and even wills her death.
At this point in the novella Miranda, only eight, per
ceives little of this, but already her own inability to meet
the legend's standard of beauty and charm troubles her. She
persists "through her childhood in believing . . . that by
some miracle she would grow into a tall, cream-colored brunette
. . . that she would one day be like Aunt Amy."

Maria, "born

sensible," reproaches Miranda for such illusions (pp. 176-177).
The family reinforces such frustration in different ways. The
elders apparently chide Miranda and Maria for not being gra
cious enough, or talented enough, or, especially, beautiful
enough, snidely deploring their freckles and Miranda's snubby
nose, for example.

The father would only hold "his daughters

on his knee if they were prettily dressed and well behaved,"
and then push "them away if they had not freshly combed hair
and nicely scrubbed fingernails. 'Go away, you're disgusting,'
he would say" (p. 184).

So, the child Miranda, longing for

affection and acceptance, particularly from her father, begins
to equate appearance and manners with desirability, both as a
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female and as a person.

Feeling vaguely rejected by her father

because she falls short of his expectations, Miranda begins to
pull away, at first emotionally, then intellectually as well.
In Part II of Old Mortality (1904) Miranda, now ten, and
her sister, fourteen, face disillusionment when the Gabriel
side of the Amy myth collapses.

In this segment Miranda also

starts to keep more of her thoughts and feelings secret, even
from Maria.

Nearing a threshold of this novella's initiation,

Miranda demonstrates another phase of her growing intellectual
as well as emotional independence.
Both sisters now attend boarding school at a convent in
New Orleans.

In some ways they seem to be learning to draw

the line "between life, which was real and earnest, . . .
poetry, which was true but not real; and stories, or forbidden
reading matter, in which things happened . . . with the most
sublime irrelevance and unlikelihood . . . because there was
not a word of truth in them" (p. 194).

Even so the girls have

not suddenly become only very practical and unromantic.

They

find, for example, the convent incredibly dull and delightedly
refer to themselves as "immured" with all its gothic connota
tions of being entombed in a wall.

Also, the girls find fur

ther romance when released from the convent to attend the color
ful horse-races with their father during one of his unpredict
able visits.
The father does arrive this Saturday, and coupled with
the promise to take the children to the racetrack announces
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that today they are to meet for the first time the legendary
Uncle Gabriel, the chivalric suitor who finally won Amy's hand,
and one man, Miranda believes, who undoubtedly has the most
exciting, brilliant career in racing.

To their acute disillu

sionment the girls meet a coarse-talking "shabby fat man with
blood-shot blue eyes, sad, beaten eyes, and a big melancholy
laugh, like a groan."

Stunned, Miranda and Maria stare at him,

at their father, and then at each other.
that Aunt Amy's handsome romantic beau?

Their eyes ask, "'Is
Is that the man who

wrote the poem about our Aunt Amy?' Oh what did grown-up people
mean when they talked, anyway?" (p. 197)

Miranda becomes numb

when Uncle Gabriel, supposedly wealthy, takes his nieces after
the race not to a fine home befitting a racehorse owner but to
a shoddy flat in a "desolate-looking hotel" misnamed "Elysian
Fields" (p. 201).

She learns

her uncle, who claims "winning"

is all-important, loses most of his money in rash speculations
and poorly-kept horses.
amored to

And, she learns, he is slavishly en

his dead wife Amy, to the point of neglecting his

new wife, the acid "Miss Honey" who resents anyone, particular
ly single, young girls that may pity her.

So, the real Gabri

el, weak, crude, shiftless, collides with the family's ideal
ized portrait of Gabriel the magnanimous, the handsome, the
steadfast.

What other falsehoods, Miranda wonders, are inher

ent in those stories, or, for that matter, the values they
espouse?
Earlier, knowing her father would never encourage her
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"masculine" aspiration of becoming a jockey, Miranda had
secretly decided that by making her appearance one day as a
winner, she might be accepted.

Her meeting Gabriel, formerly

so attached in her mind to horseracing, has dampened that no
tion now.

And Miranda questions the saving idea of "winning,"

especially at the close of the race.

Miranda, given money to

bet on Uncle Gabriel's horse Miss Lucy, only briefly rejoices
over the horse's win, for she realizes Miss Lucy has crossed
the line with a bloodied nose, trembling knees, and a "burst
ing heart."

Sick with pity for the animal, Miranda sardonical

ly concludes in a brief epiphany, "That is winning, too"
(p. 199).

The one hundred dollars Miranda wins therefore

means nothing and is even "oppressive" to her, for the money,
ill-gotten at the expense of an animal's unwarranted suffering,
also represents the artificial, hollow glamor of both the race
track and Gabriel, now a fallen "angel" in her eyes.
another sense, the win does mean something.

Yet, in

The tortuous vic

tory of the old mare becomes a metaphor for the high cost that
Miranda herself, especially as a female laboring against the
odds, may have to pay for her freedom and triumphs, triumphs
that at times in her initiations may seem narrowly close to
defeat.

But, Miranda gradually must realize that not to race

avails nothing except, perhaps, a diminished self-image and
less integrity.
Miranda welcomes her return to the convent at the close
of this section.

The "free" outside world now seems almost
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more confining than the convent, that "world of poverty, chas
tity, . . .of sharp little rules and tittle-tattle" (p. 205).
To cope, Miranda tries mitigating her disenchantment with
irony and humor.

That evening, when another girl expresses

envy at Miranda's outing and her winnings, Miranda looks over
her towel with twinkling eyes to Maria and tries to sound mar
tyred at having to leave the glamor of the racetrack and be
"immured" for another week at the convent.

Miranda has not

made the full connection between her revelations, her honesty,
and the message she gives to others here.

Although she con

sciously uses sarcasm, Miranda still ironically plays the adult
game she protests; the picture of reality she allows the girl
to believe (the pleasure and desirability of winning and the
racetrack world) is a false one, a myth.

Failing to recognize

this, Miranda has yet to reach the threshold of her coming
initiation.
The incongruity and disenchantment that

Miranda, now

eighteen, encounters in Part III of Old Mortality (1912) mark
a crucial initiation.

Her hasty marriage (disapproved by her

father) and her move from the old estate express her increasing
distrust and disregard for the Old Order's authority.
Miranda has evinced considerable self-reliance.

Already

Still, ties

to her old home remain, and Miranda feels the need for her
family's acceptance of her new independence.

She is traveling

home alone by train, ostensibly for Uncle Gabriel's funeral.
Her real aim, however, is to regain her father's love; her
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elopement after running away from the convent at sixteen sev
ered their relationship, however tenuous it always was.

Iron

ically, the rashness the father denounces in a way typifies
the impetuous spirit in Amy he adored, yet the double standard
eludes him.

Miranda, confused, still feels her failure to

meet his expectations, yet she attempts a reconciliation in
this gesture of coming home.
Miranda soon discovers that the thin old lady next to her
with the choleric black eyes and creaking petticoats is her
cousin. Miss Eva Parrington.

Miranda remembers the family re

ferring to Eva as the homely spinster who taught Latin, fought
for women's suffrage, and always carried a critical air about
her. (For Eva "bitterness was a constant state of mind" (p. 208))
Eva remembers Miranda as the little lively one who once wanted
to be a tightrope walker; she manages a smile when Miranda an
nounces her latest "masculine" aspiration, to be an air pilot.
And from then on , most of the story is Eva's monologue about
her views on the family, particularly on Amy; her version of
the story, she insists, is based on fact.

"'Knowledge can't

hurt you,'" she sniffs; "'You mustn't live in a romantic haze
about life. . .'" (p. 212).

Miranda is learning just that,

but she will also discover that Eva's view in its extreme is
no truer than her father's view.
"Arched like a cavalry horse getting a whiff of the bat
tlefield," Eva snidely suggests that Amy did not die romantic
ally of a tragic accident, but that she "did away with herself
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to escape some disgrace, some exposure that she faced" (p. 214).
Whatever the reason for her death, in her young life Amy was
not the carefree, innocent flirt depicted by the family, ac
cording to Eva.

"'She was too free,'" Eva maintains, and the

parties and dances so important to all the belles were simply
their market for sex, "'smothered under pretty names, but
that's all it was, sex'" (p. 216).

Interestingly, Eva is not

suggesting that Amy lost her virginity before marriage (al
though some critics suggest otherwise); just the same. Amy and
her girlfriends "'didn't want to have anything else to think
about, and they didn't really know anything about that, so
they simply festered inside--

. . ." (p. 216).

Here Miranda

envisions "a long procession of living corpses, festering women
stepping gaily towards the charnel house, their corruption con
cealed under laces and flowers . . ." (p. 216).

This ludri-

crous picture makes Miranda smile, and she wonders, with such
exaggerations and half-truths, how much of Eva's version is
credible?

Miranda then recognizes other unsupportable examples:

Eva refers to Amy's conversation with Raymond outside the ball
room as an "elopement" and Harry's pot shot at Raymond as a
direct shot.
like that.

Now Miranda realizes that "'Of course it was not

This is no more true than what I was told before,

it's every bit as romantic" (p. 216).
So, Eva apparently defines the legend in terms of biology,
as limited a view as father's sentimental one.

Like the fam

ily, she contorts the facts to fit her own narrow mindset, her
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limited worldview.

Interestingly, there is a twist to Eva's

biting assertions; her hatred shows how strong her psychologi
cal bondage to the family still is, despite her efforts to be
the independent teacher and suffragette.

Her anger at being

excluded at parties years ago because of being branded the
"ugly, chinless one" erupts, and she blames the family, that
"whole hideous institution," for putting unfair emphasis on
looks and charm.(p. 217).

Although her claim is justifiable,

she lacks the full understanding and motivation to rise above
her resentment, and apparently she becomes locked in cynicism.
Richard Gray's definition of the cynic supports this:

". . .

no more than a betrayed idealist who simply repeats the ideal
istic error by reversing it; . . . denying the possibility of
a legendary dimension, his version of life must be as limited
as that of the man who celebrates the myth and ignores the
facts.

I

What scant appeal the sentimental Amy myth may have had
for Miranda is gone, but she does not want Eva's sterile cyn
icism either.

What she desperately wants and needs now is to

touch the real world, to hear her father's voice welcome her
home.

Her repudiation of family legend and law apparently

costs her that acceptance, however.

Sadly, her unforgiving

father rebuffs her at the train station, and she feels the
"same dull jerk of the heart" his disapproval brought her as
a child (p. 218).

Ironically, her father and Eva, sentimental

ist and cynic, walk away arm in arm, both deluded and still
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bound in different ways to the Old Order.

Miranda's choice

to fall behind them symbolizes a new honesty, for she is about
to make decisions that will forever direct her life and sever
her ties with her family and the past.

In a profound epiphany

she feels a shock of resentment toward those "who loved her
with bitterness and denied her the right to look at the world
with her own eyes, who demanded that she accept their version
of life and yet could not tell her the truth, not in the small
est thing" (p. 219).

In a poignant passage that reveals both

Miranda's vulnerabilities as well as a strength and insight
far beyond her years, she asks:
Oh, what is life . . . and what shall I do with it? . . .
[Life] was a substance . . . [that] took shape and direc
tion and meaning only as the possessor guided and worked
it; living was a progress of continuous and varied acts
of the will directed towards a definite end.

She had

been assured that there were good and evil ends, one must
make a choice.

But what was good, and what was evil?

I

hate love, she thought . . . and [felt the ] sudden col
lapse- of an old painful structure of distorted images,
(p. 221)
This clear recognition of the delusions that abort honest re
lationships in her family enrages Miranda.

Here she protests

not love but its betrayal.
In this passage Miranda also essentially arrives at an
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existential view, that though the past can never be escaped
entirely, she must reject that past which prevents her life
from being defined by her own actions.

In other words, she

recognizes that to establish an authentic selfhood, to create
meaning in face of the absurdities of her childhood, she must
become subject rather than object.

Only then is she free to

pursue aspirations natural to her, to some day achieve true
immanence.

Miranda admits at the close of this story that

her own marriage, only briefly mentioned, is structured on the
same false, oppressive love her family exhibits, forcing her
into roles dictated by others.

Only by willed action, by self-

initiated action can she fashion for herself an honest identity,
and so she decides to forsake that marriage and live on her own.
The story's final passage contains her personal commitment:
Her mind closed stubbornly against remembering, not the
past but the legend of the past, other people's memory of
the past, at which she had spent her life peering in won
der like a child at a magic-lantern show.

Ah, but there

is my own life to come yet, she thought, my own life now
and beyond. ... I won't have false hopes, I won't be
romantic about myself ... At least I can know the truth
about what happens to me, she assured herself silently,
making a promise to herself, in her hopefulness, her
ignorance, (p. 221)
Here Miranda consciously decides that from this moment she is
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as free and independent as her understanding allows.

The last

two words of this passage, "her hopefulness, her ignorance,"
point to a final irony in this major initiation, however.

For

whatever truth Miranda will find about herself as a person, a
woman, it will be limited by her new, stricter rules of immedi
ate personal experience.
her ignorance, her

And because she is still so young,

naivete, is vast and the risks are numerous.

By the end of Old Mortality the myth of Amy lies shattered
and Miranda stands determined to be fully on her own.

Yet in

some ways the past will remain, for Miranda shares more than
a blood kinship with the real Amy.

She shares Amy's conflict

of distrusting her family, especially men , and yet wanting
acceptance and approval.

She also shares, in varying degrees,

a desire to break with the Old Order's prescriptions for fem
inine behavior.

Most of all, she shares Amy's desire for an

independent identity.

Amy was not set free until, as Gabriel's

poem states, in death "'she forgets/ The griefs of old mortali
ty'" (p. 181).

Miranda, however, will endure those griefs and

survive her ordeals; from each initiation experience, she will
try to live according to her own vision with integrity, free
from any legend's control.
Old Mortality covers Miranda's maturing until her powerful
epiphany at the novella's close signals an "incomplete" initia
tion.

In Part I, the young child Miranda is introduced to un

realistic measurements of her own worth, measurements of adult
beauty, charm, and manners not only unfair to a small child but
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inapplicable to most adults.

Although in some ways the real

Amy apparently sought a unique identity, the family ironically
employs her apotheosized "standard" to suppress individualism.
Miranda, at this point, only senses the disparity.

In Part II

that disparity becomes more glaring when events demythologize
the Gabriel legend and expose abuses at the racetrack.

Miran

da here questions her family's judgments more seriously and
withdraws more, but unconsciously she still permits her actions
to convey dishonest, romantic impressions.

In Part III, Cous

in Eva's unfair sterlization of Amy further confirms Miranda's
increasing distrust of family "truth."

Also, Miranda, who has

already left home, achieves a more honest independence when
she begins to face the cost: severance from her family.

Her

progressive repudiations of the Old Order's authority in turn
have provoked the Rhea's repudiation of her as a family member.
At this point Miranda grasps neither the consequences of this
rejection nor its import on her future.

As an incomplete in

itiation, then, Miranda has achieved a greater understanding
of maturity, but, as Marcus states in his definition of this
stage, she remains "enmeshed in a struggle for certainty.

DECISIVE INITIATIONS

By the end of Old Mortality Miranda has resisted for the
most part domination by family myth, oppressive authority, and
false love.

Her choice for independence has left her a re

solved but somewhat naive outsider from the Rhea family.

In

the novella Pale Horse, Pale Rider and later in the story "Hol
iday," Miranda faces even farther-reaching consequences of that
decision as she embarks toward a decisive initiation.
As Pale Horse, Pale Rider opens, Miranda, now twenty-four,
suffers from a vague physical inertial and an intellectual pas
sivity that lately threatens not only her work as a theater col
umnist but her defenses against the current World War 1 mentali
ty.

"Her thoughts roved hazily in a continual effort to bring

together and unite firmly the disturbing oppositions in her
day-to-day existence, where survival, she could see clearly,
had become a series of feats of sleight of hand" (p. 271). The
phrase "disturbing oppositions" capsulizes the novella's con
trolling theme related to Miranda's initiation, the struggle to
discern contradiction or truth' from falsehood while maintaining
one's integrity.

Three related conflicts merit study: (1) Mi

randa's battle with wartime hypocrisy which mirrors the general
fraudulence of the adult world; (2) her continuing, mostly sub
conscious struggle to divorce her myth-making symbolized by
Adam, her lover; and (3) her confrontation with a deathwish and
self-deception versus her will to live and more fully accept her
status in the world.
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In the first major conflict of this initiation, Miranda
discovers that distortion and fabrication extend far beyond
her family, whose members and stories, she remembers, "tangled
together like badly cast fishing lines" (p. 269).

Even in the

outside world appearances mask truth; actions, ostensibly pa
triotic or altruistic, belie prejudiced or self-serving motiva
tions.

Physical disease, such as the city's flu epidemic, only

points to a far greater spiritual disease, the duplicity of
society that becomes magnified in wartime.
Such "disturbing oppositions" surface in a number of onedimensional characters who mock Miranda's struggle to remain
true.

These self-seeking characters manipulate and twist the

war effort into sophistry and vacuous patriotism.

For example,

the ladies' charity groups impose cloying insincerity on their
female "volunteers" and trinkets on soldiers lying mangled and
bitter in dingy hospital rooms; what Miranda realizes should
be therapeutic for both parties ironically becomes burdensome.
The supposedly charitable landlady Miss Hobbe almost evicts
Miranda fearing that, because Miranda becomes ill, she will
not pay her rent promptly.

Bill, the city editor and Miranda's

boss, for whom selling the war effort in his paper is merely
a way to beat out the competition, demotes Miranda from her
job as a "real reporter" to a "routine female job" covering
the theater (pp. 274-275).

He and his pressroom colleagues

consider Miranda a fool for protecting a young girl's privacy
in a scandal that other, less-caring reporters from a rival
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paper expose.

And finally, the fast-talking bondsman, the

"pursy-faced" man who Miranda likens to a former roadshow
agent, tries to sell her patriotism through intimidation.
(Although Miranda discovers paying the required percent takes
from her rent money, she knows she may lose her job if she
refuses to pay.)

After delivering his sales pitch that Mi

randa turns down, he gives her a viciously cold stare, "the
kind of thing you might expect to meet behind a pistol on a
deserted corner" (p. 272).

All of these people, unable to

sort through those "disturbing oppositions" and afflicted with
a callousness that attacks Miranda's self-worth, thus become
mere caricatures, reduced to objects in the war machine.

Mi

randa tries to shield herself from such heartlessness.
Two other minor characters, slightly more developed, ini
tially support Miranda and share her disenchantment with the
war effort.
beliefs.

Later, however, they apparently compromise their

A close friend, Mary Townshend, who along with Mi

randa is unfairly demoted to a "female" job and who at first
publically stands up to the bondsman's pressure, later yields
"in her most complacent patriotic voice" (p. 286).

Another

close friend, sports writer Chuck Rouncivale, at first straight
forward and uncompromising, later advises Miranda that to get
a raise and perhaps regain her old job she must write reviews
that cater to theatrical producers who then might buy more
advertising from the paper.

"'Hand-in-glove, my poor dumb

child, will you never learn?'" he asks her.

Miranda replies
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sarcastically, "'I seem to keep learning all the wrong things'"
(p. 289).

Miranda, Chuck then suggests, is too honest, an

ironic note considering their profession is to report only
truth.

Feeling vaguely betrayed by close friends whose honesty

becomes tarnished, Miranda thus feels her alienation deepen.
As she steps into a crowd leaving the theater she wonders how
many people secretly question society, "and we dare not say
a word to each other of our desperation, we are speechless ani
mals, letting ourselves be destroyed . . ." (p. 291).

Constant

vigilance against being swept along by others proves wearing,
and Miranda finds sharing her deepest feelings difficult, even
to her lover Adam.

To him she confesses her struggle to pre

serve her integrity:

"The worst of war is the fear and the

suspicion and the awful expression in all the eyes you meet.
it's the skulking about, and the lying.

It's what war does to

the mind and the heart, Adam, and you can't separate these two
. .

(p. 294).
Adam, a more developed character, essentially represents

the novella's second major conflict, Miranda's struggle to
truncate residual ties to her family's myth-making.

Ambiguous

and problematic, his character functions principally as the
ironic center of that initiatory conflict.

On the one hand,

he emerges as a viable, convincing character whose unassuming
and candid nature makes him a foil to the other characters.
Also, Miranda does affirm her relationship with him recognizing
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him as a real person who complements and stabilizes her traits.
The one character in the novella that Miranda apparently can
trust, Adam's practicality and down-to-earth approach to life
balances her idealism, and she enjoys talking with him about
his plans to become an engineer, his love for machines, and
his enthusiasm for the out-of-doors.

Interestingly, with Adam

Miranda feels a vibrancy and freedom associated with nature as
opposed to the city, a reminder of her childhood attachment to
the land, and some of their happiest moments occur during hikes
in the mountains, visits to the geological museum, and plans to
drive to the country.

With Adam Miranda can celebrate in the

moment, and, significantly, in independence:
being alone?'" she asks him.

"'Don't you love

"'Don't you love the weather and

the colors at different times of the day, and all the sounds
. . . and the smell of food cooking?"' (p. 302)

Considering

the cautious reserve Miranda exhibits with other characters,
such spontaneity demonstrates the comfortable relationship she
feels developing with Adam.
On the other hand, Miranda does not fall in love simply
with the honest soldier living down the hall in her hoarding-:
house.

She also falls in love with a romanticized image, an

idealized Adam.

For example,

Miranda underscores the Edenic

implications of Adam's name with a metaphoric pun, referring
to him as a "fine healthy apple" (p. 280). She describes him
as the embodiment of the golden American dream, "tan and tawny,
hay-colored and sand-colored from hair to boots," always
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impeccably dressed (p. 278).

Also, Adam looks "so clear and

fresh" that he appears never to have "had a pain in his life"
(p. 282).

To her, his basic forthrightness transforms into

almost heroic, even godlike guilelessness.

In fact, Miranda

at times sees him not just as the biblical Adam but as Christ,
"'Pure,' she thought, '. . .as the sacrificial lamb must be,"'
prophesying that he could never be "for her nor any woman"
(pp. 284, 295).

Often aware and disturbed by her myth-making,

Miranda attempts to arrest such tendencies with sarcasm and
humor.

Immediately following her image of him as a noble sac

rifice, she pulls herself back and wryly notes that later
"the sacrificial lamb strode along casually, accommodating his
long pace to hers, keeping her on the inside of the walk in
the good American style . . ." (p. 295).

Miranda also admits

that some of her enchantment unrealistically focuses on Adam's
seemingly eternal youth.

In dim light she glimpses a different

Adam one day"when he would have been older. ... It was an
extraordinary face . . . now set in a blind melancholy, a
look of pained suspense and disillusion" (p. 295).

So, Miranda

does sometimes see beyond the ideal to a real person, one sub
ject to aging and pain.
For the most part, however, Adam remains for Miranda an
ironic mixture of myth and reality, symbol and substance.

Re

liable, frank, genuine, Adam represents the antithesis of Old
Order dishonesty.

At the same time, his good looks, strength,

polished manners and dress, and somewhat traditional views on
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family point to the Old Order's approved measure for a suitable
husband.

Perhaps Miranda's attempt to apotheosize Adam beyond

her reach subconsciously protects her from possible rejection
by Adam, a move that stems from her childhood fear of rejection
by her father and the Grandmother's stories of male desertion.
Just the same, Adam does serve as Miranda's best chance to meet
society's expectations for an eventual marriage as well as gen
uine personal needs (therefore making Adam's death at the no
vella's close more poignant).

Miranda, however, is not ready

for this particular rite of passage.
As both an ideal and a real person, Adam's character sym
bolizes not only Miranda's conflict of fearing rejection versus
wanting a relationship but also the nature of her myth-making.
The Adam myth is, in a sense, the equivalent of the Amy myth.
The Amy story evolved into a curious hybrid of fact and fanta
sy; Amy's real existence, not apochrypha, provided the base.
Similarly, only after Miranda begins to fall in love with a
real person does Adam become idealized in her mind.

By select-

ting some traits, ignoring others, and then adding imaginative
embellishments, Miranda fashions a myth that, by being inac
cessible, gives her an excuse not to accept Adam fully.

In

other words, Miranda here tries to avoid the responsibility
of facing truth or its consequences for her life, a weakness
foreign to her basic integrity and one she must conquer before
achieving her next initiation.

With all these layers of truth

and myth, Adam's character therefore emerges far more complex
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than representing simple fabrication, and because of this,
Miranda finds her myth-making propensities especially danger
ous; falsehoods become less detectable and more controlling.
Even more alarming, this time neither her family nor society
creates the myth, Miranda does.

Now she finds those "disturb

ing oppositions" centering within herself.
Miranda's third and most serious initiatory conflict in
Pale Horse, Pale Rider comes in a dream sequence that, in its
subjective style, reflects a descent into Miranda's subcon
scious.

Here Miranda confronts her own mortality and her

capacity for selfishness, deception, and guilt.
Miranda's fear of losing Adam when he is shipped overseas
and her growing despair over societal degeneracy exacerbates
her own illness and she slips into a fevered dream.

Echoing

her first dream at the novella's beginning, in which Miranda
refuses to ride with the pale-gray horseman. Death, Miranda
now embarks on another death-journey.

At first the image of

death as a jungle, "a writhing terribly alive and secret place,"
does not alarm her, and once aboard a ship leading to the jun
gle she waves gaily to herself in bed (p. 299).

But her dar

ing abandon changes to terror as the repetitious clamor of
voices screaming "danger" and "war" wakes her.

Here Miranda

manifests both fear and fatalism, even acquiescence toward
death.

After this dream Adam comforts Miranda, and since the

overflowing hospitals have no room for her yet, he offers to
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stay and nurse her in the boardinghouse despite the risks.
In her next dream the selfless Adam appears as a totally
mythical figure, an ancient archetype of the perpetually dy
ing and reviving god.

Again Miranda finds herself in the jun

gle, now "an angry dangerous wood" full of those same inhuman
voices transformed into arrows which repeatedly strike Adam.
Miranda's attitude toward death changes here from ambivalence
to an "angry and selfish" deathwish "crying no, no like a child
cheated in a game. It's my turn now . . ." (pp. 304-305).

As

Adam rises again, Miranda throws herself in front of him.

The

arrow pierces both of them; she lives but he dies.

This dream

tells Miranda that even in the guise of "sacrifice," seeking
death as an escape, essentially refusing to confront life,
whatever its injustices, constitutes a kind of self-injustice
and cowardice.

The arrows symbolize the germs of spiritual

death, the self-destructiveness of dishonesty that plague not
only the outside world but Miranda's innermost self. Still, her at
tempt to shield her mythical Adam or romanticized ideal fails
because (1) false motives cannot preserve what is already only
illusionary, and (2) such an effort opposes her deeper, more
enduring sense of integrity.

The wood, in "its own terrible

accusing voice" frightens Miranda awake, but this time her
overriding emotion is guilt.

After this dream Miranda seeks

Adam's consolation once again; it will be the last time she
sees him.
The next section deals with Miranda's month-long illness
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in the hospital condensed in another series of dreams and
delirium.

Now laden with an overwhelming sense of her wrong

doing, Miranda's view of death changes once again to unmiti
gated dread:
The road to death is a long march beset with all evils,
and the heart fails little by little at each new terror,
the bones rebel at each step, the mind sets up its own
bitter resistance, and to what end?

The barriers sink

one by one, and no covering of the eyes shut out the
landscape of disaster. . . . (p. 309)
As Miranda stares into the gray whirlpool representing her
death, her fear gradually shifts to a dull wonder, almost a
submission.

"There it is . . . words like oblivion and eterni

ty are curtains hung before nothing at all . . ." (p. 310).
She sinks "easily through the deeps under deeps of darkness
until she lay like a stone at the farthest bottom of life . . .
entirely withdrawn from all human concerns, yet alive with a
peculiar lucidity and coherence . . . " (p. 310).

Despite

this brush with another deathwish, Miranda still does not
consent; a well-known passage depicts her climactic confronta
tion with the core of her selfhood:
. . . there remained of her only a minute fiercely burn
ing particle of being that knew itself alone, that relied
upon nothing beyond itself for its strength; not suscept
ible to any appeal or inducement, being itself composed
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entirely of one single motive, the stubborn will to live.
This fiery motionless particle set itself unaided to re
sist destruction, to survive and to be in its own madness
of being, . . . Trust me, the hard unwinking angry point
of light said.

Trust me.

I stay.

(pp. 310-311)

Ironically, this existential encounter, this point of
light in the void of universal absurdity becomes the source of
an almost religious radiance that spreads and curves "out into
a rainbow through which Miranda, enchanted, altogether believ
ing," looks upon a child's dream of a heavenly meadow and sea
"glistening with transparencies of blue.

Why, of course, of

course, said Miranda, without surprise . . ." (p. 311).

This

dream yields yet another image of death, sharply contrasting
with Miranda's more apprehensive views.

Grayness vanishes

before resplendent color and pure light.

Cacophony transforms

into serene silence, and time becomes timelessness.

Perhaps

this vision of paradise uncovers a long-buried religious faith
or simply a calm acceptance of death as a part of nature.

Per

haps it represents nothing more than another myth, only a child
hood dream.

Miranda's subsequent "small flick of distrust" re

minds her that however death manifests itself, its underlying
attraction right now represents not a noble surrender, but a
selfish abandonment of her life (p. 311).

Family, societal,

and even her own judgments have proven false.

However, having

acknowledged her flaws, Miranda must learn to still believe
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in her basic integrity and responsibly face her life, however
austere or lonely.

Miranda's decisive will to live does re

main more powerful, and listening to that original point of
light, Miranda pulls herself out of her delirium and begins
her recovery.
Miranda reaches an obvious turning point here, but what
she has learned in her dreams must be understood and confirmed
in her consciousness before becoming a true initiate.

Paral

leling a classic mystical experience, Miranda's awakening
proves painful.

She sees with "a new anguish the dull world

to which she is condemned, where the light seems filmed over
with cobwebs . . . all objects and beings meaningless, ah,
dead and withered things that believed themselves alive"
(p. 314).

The ironic reversal suggested all throughout the

novella with the gray imagery, deceit, callousness, and dis
ease culminates here:

that fraudulence often parades as

authenticity, that living for much of society masks a kind of
death.
This irony intensifies when Miranda discovers that Adam
has died from the same influenza that afflicted her.

The gov

ernment's casual understatement later informing her of the news
reinforces the numbness, even indifference Miranda now feels,
and "her heart shuddered in despair at itself, because before
it had been tender . . ." (p. 315).

The probability that Mi

randa could have accepted Adam as a real person more fully now,
perhaps even leading her to marital happiness, deepens this
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tragedy and her loss.

Significantly, however, Adam's death

does not completely end Miranda's struggle against idealizing
him.

One more test faces her when she visualizes Adam's ghost

before her, and "knowing it was false she still clung to the
lie" for an instant (p. 317).

Resolved not to permit despair

or delusion to control her imagination, Miranda repudiates his
image and thereby the myth symbolizing unrealistic views not
only of ideal love or virtue but her own supposed guilelessness.

Turning away from the apparition, Miranda comes "to

herself as if out of sleep.

Oh, no," she realizes, "that is

not the way . . . " (p. 317).
an initiation threshold.

In this epiphany Miranda reaches

No longer, she learns, will Adam be

there to console her after the nightmare; no longer can she
depend on personal myth to shield her from harsh truths about
society or herself.

Her integrity and her continued efforts

to discern truth from falsehood, she realizes, must be sus
tained alone.
As light throughout the Miranda stories has represented
truth (or existence and endurance in Miranda's "angry point of
light"), at the end of Pale Horse, Pale Rider Miranda gropes
for light to aid her re-entry into a world that now emerges
more alien and lonely to her than ever.

But she knows that

soon "the light will seem real and I shall be glad when I
hear that someone I know has escaped from death" (p. 317).
Sardonically referring to herself as Lazarus coming back to
life with a top hat, Miranda decides that assuming an ironic
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detachment provides one way to cope and that wearing an armor
of reserve and manners will at least allow her to function or
survive "out of courtesy to the living."

She politely asks

for a mirror, cosmetics, and accessories, for "'no one need
pity this corpse,'" she says with a smile, "'if we look proper
ly to the art of the thing"' (p. 316).

This stoicism and con

centration on order or artfulness echoes similar ways Miranda's
Grandmother tried to steel herself against emotional hurt; un
like the Grandmother, however, Miranda also resolves here to
more successfully steel herself against intellectual dishonesty
At the end of the novella. Armistice Day, Miranda as
initiate faces a new kind of freedom.

She looks out over the

streets in the army town, empty with the "cold light of tomor
row."

Once she felt the urgencies of time slipping away.

But

having affirmed her life because she has endured, in face of
nothing, "now there would be time for everything" (p. 317).
In Pale Horse, Pale Rider Miranda learns that the dis
honesty of the Old Order is, in many ways, a microcosm of the
duplicity of the adult world.

This duplicity expands not only

beyond her childhood Texas, however; it also focuses within
herself.

Miranda discovers she has nothing but her inner re

sources when she descends into the world of her own delusion
and confronts both her growing dependence on another myth,
this time of her own making, as well as her own mortality.
Only after recognizing the reality of both can Miranda then
choose to overcome, to act, and to fashion a more honest life
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for herself.

She knows she must do this with courage and

artfulness despite life's absurdities and her increasing iso
lation.

Yet this understanding of her maturity only marks an

embarkation to a "decisive" initiation for Miranda.

Her at

tention at the novella's close to cosmetics and deportment
still indicates an unwillingness to completely accept her
greater autonomy and her status as an outsider.

That is, in

Pale Horse, Pale Rider Miranda has only partially kept her
original promise expressed in Old Mortality to "know the truth"
about herself,

and Miranda's maturing seeks yet one more

threshold (p. 221).
The story "Holiday" actually revolves about a German fam
ily's life on a Texan farm, but written from Miranda's point
of view and a story in which she does participate, it could
also serve as a possible extension to Miranda's initiation in
Pale Horse, Pale Rider.

The story, essentially a pastoral,

covers Miranda's visit to the Muller farm to recuperate from
some emotional crisis or loss in her life.

The visit could

have taken place right after relinquishing her marriage at
age eighteen or after Adam's death when she is twenty-four.
Whichever is unimportant; the layered point of view is:

one

points to a sensitive young woman's immediate reaction to
events on the farm, and the other to an older woman's remem
bering and interpreting, one who admits in the story's opening
that only years later did she learn "that we do not run from
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the troubles and dangers that are truly ours . .

(p. 417).

Porter's comment on her creative process could parallel an
older Miranda's efforts to understand her past:

"'Holiday'

represents one of my prolonged struggles, not with questions
of form . . . but my own moral and emotional collision with
a human situation I was too young to cope with at the time
58
it occurred."
As an interpretation of an early experience
by a mature woman, this story, then, should provide insight
into awakenings that move Miranda's decisive initiations
closer to completion.
At the close of Pale Horse, Pale Rider Miranda has faced
loss and her own death, achieving admirable transcendence and
autonomy.

But she emerges understandably scarred:

her heart

is more hardened when "before it had been tender'.' (p. 313).
The emphasis on fashion, cosmetics, and polite role-playing
at the novella's close implies resignation rather than com
plete acceptance of her aloneness.

And, her attention to fem

inine beauty-aids point to ironic, subtle ties that she may
still have to the false Old Order ideals of feminine charm,
making her still somewhat fragmented.

Perhaps to seek healing,

in "Holiday" Miranda retreats to a natural world that needs
no cosmetic or role-playing; here she also meets, in a simple
country girl, an analogue of herself that demands an honest
acceptance she has never quite attained before.
Miranda revels in both the peaceful seclusion of the farm
and her own isolation as a visitor who speaks no German.
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Looking back, she notes, "I loved that silence which means
freedom from the constant pressure of other minds and other
opinions and other feelings, that freedom to fold up in quiet
and go back to my own center" (p. 413).

In trying to return

to that center, Miranda spends hours writing, reading, and
reflecting in her attic room, her window always opened to the
senses of the farm below.

Sharing her Grandmother's and Nan

nie's affinity for the land, Miranda takes long walks, her
nerves gradually settling into harmony with the valley's re
turn to spring.

From the very beginning of her stay, Miranda

voices a hope in the promises of the season, even in the lone
ly bleakness of the landscape as she first sees it:

"...

it gave me pleasure to think that there might be something
else beautiful in its own being, a river shaped and contained
by its banks or a field stripped down to its true meaning,
ploughed and ready for the seed," an apt metaphor for Miranda's
own readiness and openness to self-knowledge (p. 410).
So Miranda here enjoys her solitude in this pastoral set
ting and her role as a spectator to the German family's daily
life.

She does not mind being partially excluded, being seated,

for example, at the dinner table with the menfolk rather than
with the women.

In fact, she is fascinated, perhaps a little

amused, at the overpowering sense of community, of family
identity that each Muller shares.

Miranda notes that they all

seem to be, "even the sons-in-law, one human being divided in
to separate appearances" (417).

Not surprisingly, then, the
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mute crippled servant girl catches Miranda's attention, for
she seems to Miranda "the only individual in the house" and
therefore "whole and belong[ing] nowhere" (p. 417).

This con

trasts sharply with Miranda who, although also an outsider,
feels "divided into many fragments" (p. 417).
Miranda's growing curiosity about the girl leads to an
epiphany in the following scene.

Sensing Miranda's interest,

the girl motions her to a small bedroom in the back and shows
her a photograph of a pretty, blond five-year-old, pointing
to the name "Ottilie" written on the back cardboard, her own
name.

Now Miranda understands why, despite her disfigured

face, Ottilie's eyes are like the other girls, for she is in
fact the eldest daughter of the Mullers, marred by a child
hood accident.

Miranda remembers that moment:

The bit of cardboard connected her at once somehow to the
world of human beings I knew; for an instant some fila
ment lighter than cobweb spun itself out between that liv
ing center in her and in me, a filament from some center
that held us all bound to our inescapable common source,
so that her life and mine were kin, even a part of each
other, and the painfulness and strangeness of her vanished
(p. 426)
Miranda's sudden awareness of Ottilie's humanity and her suf
fering initially leads to anger over the family's insensitivities toward Ottilie.

That anger subsides slightly when Miranda
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realizes that the family's extreme practicality simply pre
cludes special attention to a cripple.

Also, Miranda admits

that the family's dealings reflect her own tendencies to avoid
and overlook reminders of human informity.

Shocked and con

fused, Miranda promises herself, "I would forget her . . . and
[yet] remember her for the rest of my life" (p. 427).

Ottilie

does remain in Miranda's mind for the rest of the story; that
filament of kinship grows stronger with the deepening recogni
tion that, like herself, Ottilie is a sensitive person, a human
being.
In the story's last scene, Miranda also realizes that
conversely, like Ottilie, she too is deformed and more of an
outsider than she had previously sensed; nature, she discovers,
is Janus-faced.

Soon after a storm and flood destroy the crops

and promises of a productive farm. Mother Muller dies.

The

family forms a funeral procession leading away from the farm.
Discovering a wrenching howl comes not from the family's dog
but from Ottilie who has been excluded, Miranda rounds up
Ottilie, a horse, and a decrepit wagon in an effort to catch
up with the procession.

When Ottilie slips on the edge of the

seat, Miranda catches her, and touches her "bare flesh, ribbed
and gaunt and dry . .

(p. 434).

This touch intensifies

that earlier recognition of Ottilie's frail humanity, and Mi
randa remembers, "My sense of her realness, . . . this shat
tered being that was a woman was so shocking to me that a howl
as doglike and despairing as her own rose in me unuttered and
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died again . .

(p. 434).

This time the grotesque howl

comes not from Ottilie but Miranda herself.
This facet of Miranda's kinship to Ottilie manifests it
self in several ways.

Like Ottilie, Miranda suffers mutila

tion, not physical but emotional, for rejection and loss have
engendered unnecessary distrust in her.

Like Ottilie, Miran

da cannot seriously communicate with her family and indeed
can no longer count herself as a full member of the group.
Like Ottilie, Miranda may never fulfill society's expectations
in marriage and motherhood.

In short, Miranda recognizes, as

she begins to in Pale Horse, Pale Rider, that she is an out
sider, separated not only from the Mullers and her own family
but from society in general.
Even so, as Miranda will yet learn, the final turn of
nature's face proves a positive one.

The spring rainstorm,

though ravager, is also restorer, for beyond the now devastated
farm, in the woods has "occurred a violent eruption of ripe
foliage of a jungle thickness, glossy and burning, a massing
of hot peacock green . . ." (p. 431).

Apparently all this

vibrancy and the comical lurching of the old wagon suddenly
touch Ottilie, and she breaks out into unmistakable laughter.
Miranda remembers, "The feel of the hot sun on her back, the
bright air, the jolly senseless staggering of the wheels,. . .
Something of these had reached her. She was happy and gay, and
she . . . rocked in her seat, . . . waving loosely around her
as if to show me what wonders she saw ... ." (p. 434).

Whether
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Ottilie recognizes the irony of death passing by her, a criple, or whether she simply responds to the freedom of the fresh,
green air, the lesson she teaches Miranda is inescapable.
Though disfigured, though outsiders, both Ottilie and Miranda
can celebrate in their essential humanity and in their indi
vidualism.

They can draw strength from the centers that de

fine each of their authentic selves and from the natural world
that rejoices in the resurgence of life.

Miranda, finally

grasping all of this, reflects:
. . . we were both equally the fools of life, equally
fellow fugitives from death.
more at least.

We had escaped one day

We would celebrate our good luck, we

would have a little stolen holiday, a breath of spring
air and freedom on this lovely, festive afternoon.
(p. 435).
Instead of following the road toward the mourners then, Miran
da and Ottilie drive down to the river and the mulberries.
Perhaps at the end of "Holiday" Miranda now learns to
feel again, for her empathy and reaching out to Ottilie is gen
uine.

She asks, "... had I not come nearer to her than I

had to anyone else in my attempt to deny and bridge the dis
tance between us . . .?" (pp. 434-435).

Her integrity strength

ened, perhaps now she can discard the cosmetics and rise above
mere ironic detachment as a way to cope.

By listening to the
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earth, coming full circle to those moments she felt closest
to the land in her childhood, by acknowledging Ottilie as
an analogue to herself and courageously accepting deformity,
suffering, and death as a part of life, Miranda achieves an
admirable maturity in this decisive initiation. Though she
does not "belong" to society, Miranda does belong to humanity
and to nature.

The story "Holiday" therefore celebrates not

so much the community as it does the independent spirit, and
when Miranda can partake of that celebration, only then is
she whole.

CONCLUSION

In "Holiday" Miranda voices her need to return to her
"own center" to uncover again her essential humanity and her
personal identity.

That she finds this self-examination valu

able, "always a rediscovery," points to an openness leading
not to a negation of life, as some critics claim, but to an
affirmation (p. 413).

Tracing Miranda's initiations toward

this maturity reveal two patterns: (1) the protagonist's strug
gle to uncover order and truth despite the chaos and fraudulence in her life, and (2) the protagonist's movement from her
external to her internal world for understanding, especially
as related to her individuation.
These patterns seem to echo some comments Porter made re
garding the creative process:
. . . to take these handfuls of confusion and disparate
things, things that seem to be irreconcilable, and put
them together in a frame to give them some kind of shape
and meaning . . . [and] by remembering, comparing, waiting
to know the consequences, we can sometimes see what an
event really meant, what it was trying to teach us . . .
[So, for the artist] the thing is to accept your own life
and not try to live someone else's life . . . the thumbprint is what you must go by.59
Mordecai Marcus' initiatory paradigm together with other
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parallel theories on initiation as applied to the Miranda
stories reveal what her experiences do teach her and what her
personal "thumbprint" means.

The early stories fall under

"tentative" initiations, for their experiences dealing prima
rily with the external world only startle and intuitively im
press the child Miranda.

In the classic first stage of initia

tion, Miranda feels the first indications of her separateness.
In "The Circus" she learns to question adult sympathy and sen
sory Illusion.

Inequipped to handle striking incongruities,

she withdraws and begins to demonstrate her emotional independ
ence.

In "The Fig Tree" Miranda learns to question superstition

and traditional authorities symbolized by the clashing views of
the Grandmother and Eliza.

She also learns to celebrate her

natural curiosity; that is, she begins to evince her intellec
tual independence.

In "The Grave" Miranda learns to question

sexual roles imposed by society and even fear her own sexuality.
But she also more positively grasps the cycles of birth and
death as a part of nature.

The last epiphany shows an adult

Miranda embarking toward decisiveness when she recognizes that
her ultimate freedom as a human being transcends her sexual
fears.

In "The Grave" Mitanda begins therefore to manifest

her sexual-role independence in both a tentative and decisive
initiation.
Old Mortality, though overlapping the first stories in
time, falls under an "incomplete" initiation, for the protago
nist moves more consciously to self-knowledge.

Unlike the
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traditional second step of initiation, Miranda does not com
pletely submit to the group, although she does initially be
lieve in the family's dictates and conventions of feminine
worth, reflecting Southern romantic traditions.

Whether ide

alized or sterilized, however, distorted views of history be
hind such measures eventually prove unfair and unattainable.
In a crucial epiphany Miranda chooses severance from her family
and her past.

Here Miranda begins to seek transcendence from

the group since her family appears too rigid or unreliable to
promote her maturing.

In this second step, what Baynes calls

"reflecting or ordering," Miranda does earnestly try to formu
late a workable, essentially existentialist philosophy in which
the "truth" about her worth would come from immediate, personal
fin
experience, not tradition or outside authority.
So, again
Miranda moves inwardly, and this time she faces her world's
disparity more directly through conscious reflection.

Still,

her isolation leaves her in what Alan Watts would call her
"multiplicity" of the soul, fragmented or as Marcus notes,
"enmeshed" in uncertainty.

In other words, a still naive

Miranda fails to grasp the full weight of her initiatory
decision.
Pale Horse, Pale Rider and "Holiday" both fall under
"decisive" initiations, for the protagonist more fully achieves
self-knowledge and a worldview that will permanently shape her
adulthood.

Again, unlike the traditional third step in which

the individual integrates into the group, Miranda chooses
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further separation as the only way to keep her basic integrity
intact.

That is, Miranda chooses what Henderson suggests is

an alternate initiatory route, transcendence or immanence, which
62
allows her to develop her natural individualism.
In Pale
Horse, Pale Rider, however, that choice involves some painful
revelations when Miranda encounters deception on three levels.
First, she discovers that the duplicity of her family is actu
ally a microcosm of the duplicity of the adult world; she must
sort through the "disturbing oppositions" marking the hypocrisy
of both strangers and friends.

Second, she discovers that her

family's propensity to idealize and distort reality lies with
in herself.

Third, this discovery carries her deep into the

core of her being when she confronts her own mortality and her
near abandonment of life.

Yet, the negative truth of her capaci

ty for self-betrayal, what Warren calls the "complicity with
evil in the self," is ultimately offset by the positive truth
6
of her stronger courage and more deeply-rooted integrity.
If The Miranda stories ended with Pale Horse, Pale Rider,
Miranda would emerge as having achieved admirable stature, at
least embarked toward a decisive initiation.

However, Miran

da's triumph over death in this novella only partially heals
her fragmentation.

In some ways, her more acute alienation

not only from her family but society in general has opened new
^

J

gaps in her self-knowledge, and Miranda resorts perhaps too
much to decorum as a way to cope with her loneliness.

In "Holi

day" Miranda more successfully gives her life shape and meaning
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through introspection, returning to her "center."

By more

honestly accepting her frailty, her outsider status, by cele
brating her individualism and her place in nature, Miranda
achieves what Alan Watt terms in the last step of the baptis
mal rite, a "rising in Unity," a sense of wholeness, or what
Helton Baynes calls "realization."64 Certainly this signifies
a major, decisive initiation into adulthood.
That Katherine Anne Porter at least intuitively grasped
the import and power of the initiation motif to give universal
significance to her character Miranda seems undeniable.

She

would agree with Henderson that the inward journey of initia
tion provides a way to make sense out of experience and in
volves a "creative openness . . . with the intent to acquire
self-knowledge," an intent her heroine demonstrates with
convincing integrity and courage.

Porter would also agree

that whether in art or real life, threshold crossings rarely
mark an end to growth.

Rather, such passages mean order, self-

understanding, and transcendence, to be won over and over again
out of the raw, chaotic material that is life.
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